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Summary 

High-tech machines are becoming increasingly complex due to an increased demand for higher 
quality, higher performance, new functionality, improved safety, and increased ease of use. In order 
to stay competitive, developers of high-tech machines must minimize (development) costs and 
time-to-market. In this project, we consider the development process of high-tech machines. Over 
the last few decades, control software has become a substantial part of the development process of 
high-tech machines. Therefore, we aim to improve the development process of embedded control 
software. Two existing control problems for an industrial partner, Oce Technologies, are considered. 
Oce designs, produces, and sells professional printing hardware and related software. 

In the traditional software development process , engineers outside the field of software engineering, 
referred to as domain engineers, provide specifications of the controlled system in terms of behavior. 
Software engineers interpret these documents and write and debug control code, mostly manually. 
Subsequently, the resulting behavior of the controlled system is validated. We noticed that in the 
traditional development process, the focus of software engineers is on writing and debugging code. 
Domain engineers define specifications in terms of behavior, this is translated to code, and behavior 
is validated again. As a result, domain engineers think in terms of behavior, whereas software 
engineers mostly think in terms of control code. Therefore, communication is a challenge [Abr09]. 

In order to improve the control software development process, we suggest an approach in which 
control software is generated automatically upon behavioral models. In this way, the focus of 
software engineers can be shifted from writing and debugging code to behavioral modeling. As 
control software is automatically generated, verification of the control software is not needed 
anymore. However, validation of the resulting behavior is still required. In addition, the models 
can be used as language of communication between domain and software engineers, which improves 
the communication. Also, simulation and validation can be performed upon the models before 
expensive prototypes are built. 

A typical control system can be divided in two control layers [The08]. The resource controller 
layer takes care of the direct control of the hardware. This control layer operates in a continuous 
time domain. The high-level controller assures that a machine correctly performs its function by 
determining and executing an allowed sequence of tasks, referred to as events, on (in)dependent 
resources. In this project , we consider the control software development of the high-level controller. 
On the high-level controller layer, the plant behavior can be modeled by capturing the order in 
which events can occur in the uncontrolled system. Supervisory control theory takes as input a 
discrete-event model of the uncontrolled system behavior, referred to as plant, and the control 
requirements and automatically synthesizes a controller [Won08, Cas04, Ma05b]. Synthesis tools 
in which the theory is implemented have been developed to support the theory [Won08, Ma05a]. 
The controller restricts the plant in such a way that the control requirements are satisfied. In this 
project , we apply supervisory control theory to automatically synthesize a controller for the cases 
on Oce printers. 

Similar as in the traditional software development process, specification and design documents of 
the controlled system are provided by domain engineers. In order to apply supervisory control 
theory, formal models of the plant and control requirements must be formulated manually. In order 
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viii Summary 

to structure the process of modeling, we followed the steps provided by an existing model-based 
engineering framework [Bra08, Sch09a] and accompanying tool chain [Sch09b, SyslO]. We split the 
specifications and design of the controlled system into specifications and design of the plant and 
the control requirements. Subsequently, these informal documents are translated into models. The 
plant model captures the order in which events can occur in the plant. This is done by means of 
automata [Cas04, Won08] . The control requirements , which restrict the plant behavior, of the cases 
are intuitively modeled by means of state-based control requirements, that is , requirements in the 
form over logical expressions over states and events. When modeling the control requirements for 
the cases, we noticed that the informal specifications were not easily translated into formal models. 
The reason for this is the restrictive input from the existing synthesis tool [Ma05a]. Therefore, 
we have identified three forms of generalized state-based control requirements which do follow 
naturally from the informal specifications. These forms are an extension of the input from the 
existing tooling. Given a set of generalized control requirements, we have proven a theory which 
states that an equivalent set of requirements which is accepted by the current tool always exist. 
Formal proofs are presented in a technical report [Jac09] . We have written a tool which converts 
from generalized requirements to requirements accepted by the existing tooling. Given the models 
in the form accepted by the existing tooling for supervisory machine control, we have synthesized 
the supervisors, validated behaviors using the models, and generated C++-code [Sch03]. 

We have shown in this work that supervisory control theory, in combination with the model-based 
engineering framework can be used to generate control software. This improves the control software 
development process. In particular, the focus of software engineers can be shifted from coding to 
modeling in terms of behavior, improving communication between domain and software engineers, 
and validation can be improved with the presence of models. As a result, development cycles might 
be shortened. 



Samenvatting (Dutch Summary) 

High-tech apparaten worden steeds complexer door een toename in eisen, zoals hogere kwaliteit, 
nieuwe toepassingen, betere veiligheid en gebruikersgemak. Ontwikkelaars en producenten van dit 
soort apparaten moeten (ontwikkelings) kosten en introductietijd minimaliseren om concurrerend te 
blijven. In dit project kijken we naar het ontwikkelingsproces van high-tech apparaten. De afgelopen 
jaren heeft de ontwikkeling van besturingssoftware een aanzienlijk deel van de ontwikkeling van een 
high-tech apparaat ingenomen. Daarom is de doelstelling van dit project om het ontwikkelingsproces 
van besturingssoftware te verbeteren. Daartoe zijn twee bestaande besturingsproblemen in Oce 
printers bestudeerd. Oce ontwikkelt , produceert en verkoopt professionele printers en gerelateerde 
software. 

In het traditionele besturingssoftware ontwikkelingsproces schrijven ingenieurs buiten het software 
gebied de specificaties en het ontwerp van het gecontroleerde systeem in termen van gedrag. We 
noemen dit type ingenieur domein-ingenieurs. Software-ingenieurs interpreteren deze omschrijving 
en schrijven en debuggen code, veelal handmatig. Vervolgens wordt het resulterende gedrag van 
het gecontroleerde systeem gevalideerd. Het is ons opgevallen dat software- ingenieurs in <lit 
ontwikkelingsproces voornamelijk in termen van code denken, terwijl domein-ingenieurs veelal 
denken in termen van gedrag. Daarom is de communicatie tussen domein en software-ingenieurs 
een uitdaging [Abr09]. 

Met als doel om dit proces te verbeteren, stellen we in <lit verslag een benadering voor waarin de 
code automatisch wordt gegenereerd op basis van gedragsmodellen. Op deze manier kunnen we 
de focus van software-ingenieurs verschuiven van het schrijven van code naar het modelleren van 
gedrag. Omdat hieruit de besturingssoftware automatisch gegenereerd kan worden, is verificatie 
van de software niet meer nodig. Echter moet het gedrag van de gegenereerde besturing nog wel 
gevalideerd worden. Bovendien kunnen we de modellen gebruiken om te het gedrag van het systeem 
te simuleren. Op deze manier kunnen we besturingssoftware valideren voordat <lure prototypes 
gebouwd worden. 

Een typisch besturingssysteem kan in twee delen gesplitst worden [The08]. Een gedeelte dat de 
directe aansturing van de hardware verzorgt. Dit gebeurd in het continue tijd domein. Het andere 
gedeelte verzekert dat de machine zijn taken correct uitvoert. Taken worden 'events' genoemd. 
Dit gedeelte van het besturingssysteem zorgt ervoor dat events in de juiste volgorde worden 
uitgevoerd. Het gaat hier om een discrete tijd, event gedreven besturingssysteem. Het gedrag van 
het ongecontroleerde systeem kan worden gemodelleerd door middel van het vastleggen van de 
volgorde waarin events kunnen optreden. Besturingseisen beperken het ongecontroleerde systeem. 
Supervisory control theory is een theorie die automatisch een besturing synthetiseert op basis van 
formele modellen van het ongecontroleerde systeem en de besturingseisen [Won08, Cas04, Ma05b]. 
Begeleidende synthese programma's zijn reeds ontwikkeld [Won08, Ma05a]. In <lit project passen 
we supervisory control theory toe op bestaande besturingsproblemen in Oce printers. 

Net zoals in het traditionele ontwikkelingsproces van software, worden specificatie en ontwerp 
documenten aangeleverd door domein-ingenieurs. Orn supervisory control theory toe te kunnen 
passen, moeten deze documenten handmatig worden omgezet in modellen van het ongecontroleerde 
systeem en de besturingseisen. Orn dit proces te structureren zijn reeds een op model gebaseerd 
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ontwerp-kader [Bra08, Sch09a] en begeleidende programma's [Sch09b, SyslO] ontwikkeld. We 
hebben de stappen van het kader gevolgd. Daartoe hebben we de specificaties en het ontwerp 
van het gecontroleerde systeem opgesplitst in specificaties en ontwerp van de hardware en de 
besturingseisen. Vervolgens hebben we deze documenten omgezet in modellen van de hardware 
en de besturingseisen. De hardware is gemodelleerd door middel van automaten [Won08, Cas04]. 
Het meest intu"itief was om de besturingseisen te modelleren door middel van logische expressies 
over toestanden en events. Dit is mogelijk in state-based supervisory control theory [Ma05b]. 
We hebben gemerkt dat de input voor het bestaande programma voor state-based supervisory 
control theory [Ma05a] vrij beperkt is. Daarom hebben we gegeneraliseerde expressies opgesteld en 
een theorie bewezen dat de gegeneraliseerde expressies omgezet kunnen worden naar de beperkte 
vorm die geschikt is als input voor het bestaande programma [Jac09]. Vervolgens hebben we de 
gegeneraliseerde expressies gebruikt om de besturingsproblemen in de Oce besturing op te lossen 
en C++ code [Sch03] te genereren. 

In <lit project hebben we laten zien dat supervisory control theory, in combinatie met het op 
modellen gebaseerde ontwerp-kader, toegepast kan worden om besturingssoftware te genereren. 
Deze aanpak heeft de potentie om het bestaande ontwikkelingsproces te verbeteren. Het feit dat de 
focus van software-ingenieurs kan worden verschoven van coderen naar modelleren in termen van 
gedrag, is een groot voordeel. Hierdoor kan de communicatie tussen software en domein-ingenieurs 
verbeterd worden. Ook kunnen de modellen gebruikt worden om te simuleren en te valideren. 
Hierdoor kunnen de ontwerp cycli wellicht worden verkort en daardoor ook de ontwikkelingskosten 
en de tijd die het kost om een product op de markt te brengen. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Over the last few decades, the complexity of high-tech machines has increased due to market 
demands for higher quality, higher performance, new functionality, improved safety, and increased 
ease of use. On the other hand, in order to satisfy the ever-changing market demands and to keep 
products competitive, both the (development) costs and the time-to-market have to be minimized. 

High-tech machines consist of physical components (hardware) and control, as depicted in Figure 1.1. 
The physical components, typically sensors, actuators, and main structure, provide the means of 
the machine. The unrestricted interactions between the physical components result in the so-called 
uncontrolled behavior. The control interacts with the sensors and actuators to employ the means of 
the machine, which results in the controlled behavior. The control system is typically implemented 
in the embedded control software of machines. Due to the increasing complexity of high-tech 
machines, the control has become more complex. As a consequence, the costs of control software 
development have become a substantial part of the development costs. 

The control system can be divided into two controllers. The resource controller takes care of 
the direct control of the hardware, for example, control of dynamic behavior actuators, reading 
sensors, etc. This controller operates in continuous time domain. The high-level controller assures 
that a machine correctly performs its function by determining and executing an allowed sequence 
of tasks, referred to as events, on (in)dependent resources. This includes planning, scheduling, 
and dispatching functions. This controller operates in a discrete-time, event-driven domain. 
Additionally, we abstract from timing in the high-level controller resulting in a untimed high-level 
controller. As a result, only the order in which events occur is of importance. In this report, we 
focus on the high-level controller software development process. 

····· · ·· ·· ·· ············ ·· · ··· · ·•·, . . 
: User : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

High-Level Controller 

control Interface 
.. .................. . ... ... 

Resource Controller 

... .. ....................... ··· • • , 

: Hardware : 
· ········· · ·· · · ········ ·· ··· ····· 

Discrete time, 
event driven 

Continuous time 

Figure 1.1: General control architecture complex manufacturing machines. 
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction 

We consider two types of engineers in the control software development process, namely software 
engineers and engineers from other domains, such as electrical or mechanical, we refer to as domain 
engineers. Typically, domain engineers design hardware and define behavioral specifications of 
the controlled system. This informal description is often ambiguous and incomplete. A typical 
control software development process is depicted in Figure 1.2. Given the specifications of the 

t Realization • Specification Design Specification Control -defin Controlled esign Controlled efin Control od 
Software ""}"''""' System Software Zs 

D SP 

recode 

I • edefin 

[:j Document □Realizat ion * Domain engineers Software engineers 

Figure 1.2: Control software development process. 

controlled system, domain and software engineers together create a design of the controlled system. 
In the design of the controlled system it is defined which part is taken care of by the hardware 
and software, the interface, and possibly a division into several interacting components [Roo86]. 
Subsequently, the software engineer defines the specifications of the control software and codes the 
control software manually. Next, the software engineer verifies whether the control software satisfies 
the specifications of the control software. Possibly, recoding is needed. Thereafter, the software 
engineer and the domain engineer together validate whether the software fulfils the behavioral 
specifications of the controlled system. Possibly, assumptions in the definition of the control 
software are not justified and need to be redefined. Another possibility is that the initial definition 
of the specifications needs revision. We refer to the loop from definition of the specifications of 
the controlled system until validation of the control software as define-validate-redefine loop. This 
iterative software development process is part of the total development process of a machine, which 
goes through similar iterative loops. As a result, the requirements of the controlled system evolve, 
resulting in extra design loops in control software development. 

The above described control software development process is time consuming and expensive. In each 
iteration loop, the software engineers must write or adjust control software mostly manually, which 
is an error-prone, meticulous, and time-consuming process. As a result, the focus of the software 
engineers is on writing and debugging software code. However, the task of software engineers is not 
to instruct the computer, but to realize the specified behavior of the controlled system [Abr09] . As 
software engineers at the moment focus on coding and domain engineers think in terms of behavior, 
communication between software and domain engineers is a challenge. Moreover, software is often 
distributed in order to make it manageable for software engineers. 

In this thesis, our goal is to automatically generate control software in order to improve the high
level controller development process. We define the behavior of the uncontrolled system, referred to 
as plant. Since the high-level controller operates in an untimed, event-driven domain, we model the 
order in which events can occur in the uncontrolled behavior. Subsequently, we define the control 
requirements, that is, how the high-level controller must restrict the plant. Supervisory control 
theory is a theory which takes as input a model of the plant and of the requirements of the controller 
and automatically synthesizes a model of controller, referred to as supervisor. In this thesis, we 
investigate the applicability of supervisory control theory [Cas04, Won08, Ram87, Ma05b] in order 
to synthesize a model of the supervisor for a high-level controller. Given a model of the supervisor, 
we investigate how to generate control software. In the next section, we give a brief overview of 
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supervisory control theory. 

1. 1 Supervisory Control Theory 

We apply supervisory control theory [Cas04, Won08, Ram87, Ma05b] to automatically synthesize 
a model of the supervisor. An overview of the synthesis is presented in Figure 1.3(a). Based upon 
a model of the plant and a model of the supervisor control requirements, a model of the supervisor 
is synthesized automatically. In this section, we briefly introduce supervisory control theory and 
discuss the prerequisites needed for automatic synthesis. 

Model 
Requirements >--~ 

Supervisor 

synthesize 

Discrete-Event 
Model 
Plant 

Model 
Supervisor 

(a) Supervisory control synthesis. 

Plant 
(P) 

Occurring events Controlled behavior (SIP) 

SIP satisfies requirements R 

Enabled events 

(b) Control diagram. 

Figure 1.3: Supervisory control theory. 

It is assumed that the supervisor operates in an untimed, discrete-state, event-driven domain. In 
supervisory control theory, two types of events are distinguished. The supervisor can influence 
the execution of controllable events, whereas the occurrence of uncontrollable events goes beyond 
the control power of the supervisor. It is assumed that all events might occur in the plant, unless 
the supervisor prevents controllable events from occurring by disabling them. In order to decide 
which controllable events to disable, the offiine synthesized supervisor observes the occurrence 
of all events in the plant to determine the current state. Based upon the current state, the 
supervisor disables controllable events such that the control requirements are satisfied, as indicated 
in Figure 1.3(b ). Moreover, the supervisor is constructed such that it never reaches a state in 
which an uncontrollable event in the plant can occur which leads to undesired states or in which 
uncontrollable events are disabled by the control requirements. Also, the behavior of the plant 
under supervision is such that at least one of some predefined end states can be reached. In addition, 
the supervisor is mathematically correct by construction and satisfied the control requirements. As 
a consequence, verification of the supervisor is not needed. However, validation of the functionality 
of the supervisor is still needed, as models may differ from the physical situation. 

Deriving the models needed for the synthesis from informal documents is a challenge. In order 
to structure this process, a model-based engineering framework and accompanying tool-chain for 
supervisory controller synthesis is designed [Bra08, Sch09b, Sch09a]. This framework is introduced 
in the next section. 

1.2 Model-Based Engineering 

In order to generate control software for the high-level controller, first, we automatically synthesize 
a model of the supervisor as described in the previous section. The plant models have to be made 
manually from the informal description of the specifications of the controlled behavior. In order 
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Figure 1.4: Model-based engineering for supervisory controller design framework. 

to structure this process, a model-based engineering framework and accompanying tool-chain for 
supervisory controller synthesis is designed [Bra08, Sch09b, Sch09a]. In this section, we introduce 
this framework. 

An overview of the model-based engineering framework for supervisory controller design is depicted 
in Figure 1.4. In the figure, the plant is indicated by P, the supervisor by S, and the plant under 
control of the supervisor by S/P. We start from the same document as we did in the original 
development process, namely from the informal specifications of the controlled system SPs; p 

which is written by domain engineers. Also, a design of the controlled system Ds; p is made by the 
domain and software engineers together. We note that in this context, the task of the software 
engineer is correct modeling and therefore is can also be referred to as model-engineer. Possibly, 
the software (model) engineer has no background in software. In the design, among other things, 
the level of abstraction and the control architecture is defined. Subsequently, the specifications are 
decomposed into specifications of the plant and the supervisor control requirements. This is done 
by a software engineer, possibly in cooperation with domain engineers. The result is an informal 
document of the specifications of the plant SPp and informal document of the specifications of the 
supervisor control requirements SPRs . Control requirements of the supervisory controller SPRs 
are formally modeled by a software engineer, resulting in a model of the control requirements MRs. 
From the plant specifications SPp, a design Dp and one or more models Mp0 and MpH, are made 
by a software engineer, each with a different level of detail. For instance, a discrete-event model 
Mp0 of the plant can be made that serves as input for the supervisory controller synthesis. While 
a more detailed, possibly hybrid MpH, model can be developed to study the dynamic behavior 
of the plant. These models are unambiguous and in terms of behavior. This is also done by a 
software engineer. If the models are simple enough, the software engineer and domain engineer can 
use them as a language of communication. Using supervisory control theory which takes as input 
the discrete-event model of the plant and the model of the control requirements for the supervisor, 
the model of the supervisory controller Ms is synthesized automatically. Using this model and 
the model(s) of the plant, several analysis and validation techniques provided by the model-based 
engineering paradigm can be used. At this point , using the (hybrid) models of the plant and 
supervisor, assumptions made earlier in the design process can be validated. Possibly, adjustments 
in models, designs, or requirements are made. Finally, by means of, for instance, code-generation, 
a realization of the supervisor can be made automatically. The realization is validated by the 
software and domain engineer together. 
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1.3 Opportunities in Control Software Development 

By applying automatic code generation based upon formal, behavioral models in the context of 
the model-based engineering paradigm, we aim to: 

• Shift the focus of software engineers from writing and debugging code to modeling plant and 
control requirements. 

• Software engineers need not think in terms of code, since code is generated automatically. 
Instead, software engineers make the formal models, which are in terms of behavior. As a 
result, both software engineers and domain engineers communicate and think in terms of 
behavior, which improves communication. 

• Shorten the define-validate-redefine loop. Writing, debugging, and verifying control code is a 
time-consuming process. If the code is synthesized automatically, this is not needed anymore. 
Moreover, since communication is improved, most likely less iteration loops are needed. Also, 
adjustments in control specifications result in adjustments in the model, which is likely to be 
less time consuming than making adjustments in control code. 

• Presence of models makes it easier to deal with complex systems. 

• Use the formal, behavioral models for simulation. This allows us to perform validation of the 
controller before expensive prototypes are built . 

• Reuse models to improve reusability. When developing a new product , models can be reused 
more easily than specific code since small adjustments are made easily. 

Reflecting on the points above and on the earlier mentioned goals for development and manufacturing 
companies of high-tech machines we aim to: increase quality because we can deal with increasing 
complexity more easily; reduce costs because we might shorten the define-validate-redefine loop 
loops and validation is already possible before expensive prototypes are used; reduce time-to-market 
because the define-validate-redefine loop loops are most likely shorter as the original situation in 
which coding was done manually. 

1.4 Specifying Supervisory Control Requirements 

In this thesis, we pay special attention to specifying control requirements for supervisory con
trol theory, that is, specifying MRs in the model-based engineering framework. Two flavors of 
supervisory control requirements are distinguished. Event-based requirements, which define allowed 
sequences of events in the controlled system. State-based requirements, which define a combination 
of states which is not allowed in the controlled system or a combination of states in which a specific 
event is not allowed in the controlled system. Moreover, two types of supervisory control theory 
are distinguished. In event-based supervisory control theory only event-based requirements are al
lowed. In state-based supervisory control theory both event-based and state-based requirements are 
allowed. Both theories are implemented in tools, see [Cas04, Won08, Ram87] and [Ma05b, Ma05a], 
respectively. 

We noticed that the input of state-based requirements for the existing tooling for state-based 
supervisory controller synthesis is quite restrictive. As a result, the freedom of modeling the 
supervisor requirements (MRs ) is also restricted. Therefore, the informal, intuitive specifications 
of the supervisor (SPR 8 ), are not easily translated into the model (MRs ). To give an intuition of 
this statement we give an example: 
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Example 1.1 Restricted state-based requirements. 
We consider the process of opening and closing a car door. The car is either driving, stopping, 
standing still, or starting. The door is either opened or closed. A supervisor has only one task, 
namely to make sure that the door is only open when the car is standing still. 

The model of the plant consists of two components, namely the status of the car and the status 
of the door. We model the plant by means of automata. An automaton gives the relation 
between a (finite) set of states from the plant model. A set of (parallel) automata gives the 
entire plant model. Each automaton can always be found in exactly one state. Note that the 
state of the plant is defined by the set of "parallel" states. In Figure 1.5(a), a visualization of 
an automaton is depicted. States are denoted by vertices and initial states are indicated by 
an unconnected incoming arrow. Events are drawn with solid edges. Multiple events on an 
edge represent an edge for each event. In the remainder of this report, states are printed bold 
and events are printed italic. See [Cas04, Won08] for background information on the use of 
automata in supervisory control theory. 

The automaton depicted in Figurel.5(a) models the status of a car and the automaton depicted 
in Figurel.5(b) models the door. The states follow from the possible activities, as described 
earlier. The event names are chosen such that they speak for themselves. 

As described before, the supervisor must assure that the door can be open only when the car is 
standing still. This requirement is informally stated as: 

• If the door is open, then the car must be standing still. 

In a logical sentence we can formulate this as: 

• Plant in state: DoorOpen IMPLIES Plant in state: CarStandingStill 

For the existing state-based supervisory controller synthesis tool we cannot use this as input , 
but instead we can use the following equivalent input: 

• The following logical expression must always be satisfied: 

NOT (Plant in state: DoorOpen AND Plant in state: CarStarting) AND 
NOT (Plant in state: DoorOpen AND Plant in state: CarStopping) AND 
NOT (Plant in state: DoorOpen AND Plant in state: CarDriving) 

(a) Status of the car. 

)t(~c~ 
OpenDoor 

(b) Status of the door. 

Figure 1.5: Plant model of a car and its door. 
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It can be directly derived that this statement is equivalent to the previous one. The reason for 
this structure lies in the use of specific data structures in the tooling. For a detailed explanation 
on the input restrictions we refer the reader to [Ma05b]. In this report, we will only state the 
prescribed forms of input for the tool. ■ 

In this thesis, we identify forms of state-based requirement expressions that naturally follow from 
intuitive, informal specifications. Subsequently, we derive algorithms to convert these forms of 
requirement expressions into equivalent expressions suitable as input for the existing tooling. 

1.5 Cases on Printing Processes 

We apply supervisory controller synthesis in combination with the model-based engineering on use 
cases about Oce printers. This approach is already successfully applied to other case studies on 
Oce printers [Ber09, Pet08] and several other industrial cases such as [The09, Lei09, ForlO, Thi09]. 

Oce Technologies is a company that designs, produces, and sells professional printing hardware and 
related software. Oce specializes in durable and high-end equipment that is suitable for corporate 
publishing and reproduction centers as well as commercial printing and copying operations. Highly 
productive printing systems have evolved into innovative and complex multi-disciplinary products. 
The amount of control software is increasing due to an increasing demand for more functionalities, 
that is, increasing demand for higher quality. As a consequence, the major development costs 
are shifted from development of hardware towards development of control software. The same 
opportunities in software design are applicable as described earlier. 

Figure 1.6: External view of an Oce printer. 1. Paper input. 2. Print Engine. 2a. Paper Path. 2b. 
Printing Process. 3. Finisher. 

In this thesis, we focus on cutting-edge heavy duty (50 pages per minute and over) (re)production 
printers, an example is depicted in Figure 1.6. Blank papers are stored in the paper input module. 
Whenever the printer receives a print order, or job, the paper input module takes papers from 
the stacks and sends them to the print engine. The print engine consists of a paper path and the 
print process. The printing process is where the images are transferred to the paper. The paper 
path transports paper from the paper input module, through the print process, into the finisher. 
The finisher is where the printed papers are stored. Moreover, it provides functionalities such as 
punching holes, stapling, and folding. 

We consider two typical control problems which concern the printing process. In order to achieve 
high printing quality, several cleaning operations are carried out by the printing process. The first 
case study concerns the coordination of these cleaning operations. The printing process can be 
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in several printing modes, depending on the type of paper. The second case study concerns the 
control of these printing modes. In this chapter the requirements of the controlled system, Rs; p in 
the model-based engineering framework, of both case studies are described. Both control problems 
concern the execution of certain actions, or events, based upon the current state, which can be 
determined by following the order in which events occur. For this reason, supervisory control 
theory is a suitable approach. 

1.6 Objectives 

The objective of this thesis is to apply supervisory control theory to generate control software for 
existing control problems in the printing process of Oce printers, in order to improve the software 
development process. In particular, we focus on specifying requirement specifications Mn5 from 
intuitive informal documents Rn5 • 

For the purpose of the objective, the following steps are carried out: 

• Formulate the informal specifications and design of the controlled system, S P s; p and D s Ip, 
the specifications and design of the plant, SPp and Dp, and the specifications of the supervisor 
SPs from the existing documentation of the case studies. 

• From the existing documentation of the case studies, identify forms of state-based requirement 
expressions that naturally follow from intuitive, informal supervisor requirements SPn8 • 

Preliminary results on this subject are already described in a technical report [Jac09]. Given 
these identified forms: 

- find algorithms to convert the identified forms of requirement expressions into equivalent 
expressions suitable for the existing tooling for supervisory controller synthesis; 

implement the derived algorithms in a tool and incorporate it in the existing framework 
for model-based engineering [Sch09b]; 

model the supervisor requirements from the case study Mn 8 by means of the identified 
forms of requirements expressions. 

• Given a model of the plant Mp and a model of the supervisor requirements Mn 5 , synthesize 
a supervisory controller and perform validation. 

• Discuss the realization of the supervisory controller in existing embedded software. 

1.7 Outline 

This thesis is organized along the lines of the model-based engineering paradigm as depicted in 
Figure l. 7. In Chapter 2, the printing process and control architecture of an Oce printer is described. 
Given the this description, the specification of the controlled system SPs; p of both case studies are 
described. Before we continue the steps in the model-based engineering paradigm, we explain the 
ways of modeling such an system and the concepts of supervisory control theory in Chapter 3. Given 
the background on supervisory control theory, in Chapter 4 we focus on specifying state-based 
requirement expressions. Subsequently, in Chapter 5 and 6, we continue our case studies. First, 
we define the design of the controlled system Ds; p. Given the specification and the design of the 
controlled system, we separate the plant from the supervisor and describe the specification of the 
plant SPp and the specification of the supervisor requirements SPs. Given these two informal 
documents, we define the formal models Mns and Mp, synthesize our supervisory controller Ms, 
and discuss validation of the functionality. Given the supervisory controllers, in Chapter 7 we 
discuss the implementation, that is, the realization in the model-based engineering framework Zs. 
Also, in Chapter 7, an evaluation, conclusions, and suggestions for future work are presented. 
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Chapter 2 

Printing Processes 

In this chapter, we consider a typical printing process in detail and introduce two case studies on 
control problems in printing processes. In order to achieve a high printing quality, several cleaning 
operations are carried out by the printing process. The first case study concerns the coordination 
of these cleaning operations. The printing process can be in several printing modes, depending 
on the type of paper. The second case study concerns the control of these printing modes. In 
this chapter the specifications of the controlled system, S P s; p in the model-based engineering 
framework, of both case studies are described. 

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.1 we describe the printing process in detail. Next, 
in Section 2.2 we describe a typical embedded software architecture of printers. Subsequently, 
we describe the specifications of the controlled system of the case studies in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, 
respectively. We note that due to confidentiality some details are left out or modified. These 
modifications are carefully chosen such that the character and complexity of the case studies is 
not jeopardized. We finalize this chapter with some concluding remarks on the applicability of 
supervisory control theory on these cases in Section 2.5. 

2.1 System Description 

In this section we describe the printing process in detail. A detailed representation of the printing 
process is depicted in Figure 2.1. The basic concept is that a toner image is fused to preheated 
sheets, to obtain the final product. The fusing of the image to the paper takes place at the fuse 
pinches. Sheets are sent through the printing process along the paper path. The paper heater takes 
care of the heating of the pages before they reach the fuse drums. A toner image is supplied by the 
toner transfer fuser belt , which is heated by the belt heater. This is a special belt which is designed 
to let go of the toner exactly at the fuse drums. Toner remains that are left on the toner transfer 
fuser belt are removed by the groove cleaner. The toner image is formed and applied to the toner 
transfer fuser belt by the imaging drum. First , toner is applied to the imaging drum by the supply 
roll. The imaging drum attaches toner such that the desired image is formed. Redundant toner is 
removed from the imaging drum by the image roll. Next, the image is transferred from the image 
drum to the toner transfer fuser belt. 

11 
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Groove cleaner 

Toner Transfuse Belt 
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(Toner) Roll 

Supply 
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Figure 2.1: Schematic overview of the printing process. 

2.2 Control Architecture 

In this section, we give an introduction to the printer control architecture. An overview of the 
control architecture is presented in Figure 2.2. The user sends print jobs to the printer either over a 
computer network or through the user interface of the printer , for example to start copying. Print 
jobs are received by the printer controller. The printer controller assigns print jobs to the embedded 
software. Furthermore, the printer controller communicates with the user to obtain information 
about the configuration, for example, paper size, print quality. The embedded software controls 
the printer hardware. The embedded software is responsible for translating the printer controller 
commands into low-level signals to the hardware. In both case studies the control problems are part 
of the embedded software. For this reason, we describe the architecture of the embedded software 
into more detail. The embedded software of Oce printers consists of the following components: 

• Managers: Each manager represents a certain functional aspect of the printer, such as plan
ning, energy control, and exception handling for the whole printer. Managers communicate 
with the printer controller and which each other in order to achieve their required behavior. 

• Functions: Each function is responsible for a functional part of the printer (including 
hardware) , for example, the printing process, the paper path, or the paper input module. 
Every function consists of the following components: 

- Controllers: Each controller handles requests for certain actions, status, and errors, and 
selects procedures for handling. Note that the word controller is used twice in the Oce 
terminology. 
Procedures: Each procedure defines the behavior of a function, that is, it controls and it 
directs devices to perform a certain task. 
Devices: A device controls hardware components through I/O ports. 

In both case studies the control problems are part of one of the functions that controls the printing 
process. In Section 2.3 and 2.4 we give an informal description and design of the controlled behavior 
of the two case studies, respectively. 
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Figure 2.2: Software control architecture Oce printers. 
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In this section, we introduce a case study on the cleaning behavior of the printing process. In 
order to maintain a high printing quality several cleaning operations are carried out by the print 
process. The execution of the cleaning operations requires a certain machine state, referred to as 
power state. In this section, first we introduce cleaning operations. Second, we define the power 
statuses of the printing process. Third, we introduce the control problem. Fourth, we describe 
the part of the embedded software that takes care of this control problem and how it interacts 
with its environment. Fifth, we describe the specifications of the controlled system, SPs; p in the 
model-based engineering framework. 

Cleaning operations 

In the following, we describe the cleaning operations considered in this thesis. Due to confidentiality 
we cannot go into detail. Moreover, the operations are not explicitly referred to in the remainder 
of this report. The considered cleaning operations are: 

• Toner transfer fuser belt jitter operation 
Sheet edges wear out the toner transfer fuser belt locally. This is resolved by slightly displacing 
the toner transfer fuser belt. In order to increase the lifespan of the toner transfer fuser belt, 
wear is spread over a larger surface moving the toner transfer fuser belt back and forth. This 
operation is referred to as the jitter operation. 

• Black image operation 
Paper dust pollutes the toner transfer fuser belt. This pollution causes white spots on the 
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prints. Also, toner traces of previous prints on the toner transfer fuser belt cause undesired 
tracks on future prints. In order to prevent this, the imaging drum transfers a completely 
black image to the toner transfer fuser belt. This image is not transferred to a paper, but 
removed by the groove cleaner. This operation is referred to as black image operation. 

• Coarse toner particles removal operation 
Coarse toner particles accumulate at the supply roll. In order to maintain high print quality, 
coarse toner particles are removed. The removal is referred to as coarse toner particles 
removal operation. 

• Empty toner roll operation 
After each print job, the toner roll is emptied. This is referred to as emptying toner roll 
operation. 

Due to confidentiality, in the remainder of this report we refer these four cleaning operations as A, 
B, C, and D, in another order as mentioned above. 

Power statuses of the printing process 

The printing process is divided into two parts. The cold process (CPR) is the part where toner 
image is formed and transferred to the imaging drum. This includes the image toner roll, the 
supply toner roll, and the imaging drum. The warm process (WPR) is the part where toner is 
applied to the paper. This includes the toner transfer fuser belt, the fuse drums, and the groove 
cleaner. 

The hardware of both the warm process and the cold process systems can be in several power 
statuses, namely Unconfigured, Statically Configured, Platform up, Idle, Low Power, Standby, 
Sleep and Run. In Table 2.1 a description of these statuses is given. When transitioning between 
power statuses, the processes go through intermediate statuses. A transition diagram is depicted in 
Figure 2.3. Note that power statuses are depicted in gray background and the intermediate statuses 
in white background. The dotted transitions indicate an outgoing transition from an intermediate 
status and the solid transitions indicate an outgoing transition from a power status. The transitions 
from a power status occur synchronous in cold process and warm process. Transitions between 
statuses may take different times in the cold and warm process, therefore the transitions from an 
intermediate status may occur asynchronous. 

Table 2.1: Power statuses of the cold process and the warm process. 
Power status Comment 
U nconfigured Status of the engine is undefined. This will be the status of the 

engine after it has been turned on but before it is initialized. For 
example, switchable power supplies are not switched on. 

Statically configured Configuration is known. Switchable power supplies are still not 
switched on. 

Platform up Embedded control platform is up and running. Switchable power 
supplies are still not switched on. 

Idle Status of the engine is defined. 1/0 (electro) is initialized. Switch-
able power supplies are switched on. 

Standby Ready to receive and immediately handle a print job. The modules 
are also ready. The engine is warmed up. 

Run Processing a print job. 
Sleep Switch to sleep mode. 
Low-power In low power consuming status. 
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Figure 2.3: Power statuses of the warm and cold process. 
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In order to maintain a high print quality, several cleaning operations are carried out in the printing 
process. Each cleaning operation must be carried out when certain requirements are satisfied and 
in a certain power status of the printing process. In this case study, the goal is to generate control 
software which triggers the scheduling and execution of cleaning operations and controls the power 
status of the printing processes. 

Embedded software 

We refer to the part of the embedded software that controls that power status of the warm and 
cold processes and triggers the execution of the cleaning operations as status procedure. The 
status procedure is one of the procedures within one of the functions of the embedded software. 
A schematic overview of this function is presented in Figure 2.4. Based upon the input from 
the printer controller and, therefore, indirect from the user and the managers, the desired status 
controller provides a desired status. The desired status is a power status to which both the warm 
and the cold procedure must transition. The status procedure is able to receive an update from 
the desired status controller at any moment. On the other hand, two separate procedures control 
the cold and warm process. The status procedure can order transitions from a power status to 
a certain intermediate status, that is, the transitions given by solid lines in Figure 2.3. When 
the cold or warm process leave their intermediate statuses goes beyond the power of the status 
procedure, that is, when the dotted transitions in Figure 2.3 occur. However, the cold process and 
the warm process functions send a notification to the supervisor each time a intermediate status is 
left. Moreover, the status procedure can trigger the execution, interruption, and resumption of 
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Figure 2.4: Status procedure in its context. 

cleaning operations. 

In this case study, the goal is to generate control software for the status procedure. 

Specifications of the controlled system 

The status procedure has the task to follow the desired power status, which provided by the 
desired status controller. However, some cleaning operations might be required and they need to 
be executed in a different power status. Under which conditions cleaning operations are required is 
described later on in this section. In case a cleaning operation is required, the status procedure 
must bring both processes in the status in which the cleaning operation must be executed. Note 
that the execution of a cleaning operation has priority over following the desired status. The status 
procedure must decide when to trigger cleaning operations, when to interrupt them, and when 
to resume them, by calling operations which execute them. Moreover, some cleaning operations 
must be scheduled. Scheduling is taken care of by the cleaning scheduling controller. The status 
procedure must request the scheduling of cleaning operations. The scheduling returns scheduling 
information to the status procedure. 

A detailed description of the cleaning operations, when they are required, and under which 
conditions is presented in the remainder of this section. 

• Operation A (OA) 
Operation A may only be carried out if both warm and cold process procedures are in status 
Run. Whether operation A is required depends on the number of pages printed since the last 
time operation A is performed, POA, on the temperature of the groove cleaner, tgroove, and 
on whether the printer is currently printing a run, or set, of pages. Operation A has to be 
carried out if POA ~ Pa ,OA in case the printer is not in a run of pages and if POA ~ Pm,OA 

pages even if the printer is in a run of pages, under the condition that the temperature of 
the groove cleaner is in the following range: tgroove ~ tgroove ,OA· If operation A is required 
during a run of pages, the run is interrupted and resumed afterwards. In case POA ~ Pmax ,OA 
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operation A is required even if tgroove < tgroove ,OA· In that case, the temperature of the 
groove cleaner is increased using heaters. 

Before operation A is executed it must be scheduled. Operation A cannot be interrupted. 

• Operation B (OB) 
Operation B may only be carried out if the warm process procedure is in status standby. 
Whether operation B is required depends on the number of pages printed since the last time 
operation A is performed, POE, and on whether the printer is currently printing a run, or set, 
of pages. Operation B has to be carried out if POE ~ Pa,OE in case the printer is not in a 
run of pages and if POB ~ Pm,OE pages even if the printer is in a run of pages. If operation 
B is required during a run of pages, the run is interrupted and resumed afterwards. 

Before operation B is executed it must be scheduled. Operation B can be interrupted for 
both transitioning to sleep status and opening the front door. If operation B is interrupted, it 
has to be resumed before another cleaning operation is started. Rescheduling is not required 
in this situation. 

• Operation C (OC) 
Operation C may only be carried out if the cold process is in status Standby. Whether 
operation C is required depends on the number of pages printed since the last time operation 
C is performed, Poe , and on whether the printer is currently printing a run, or set, of pages. 
Operation C has to be carried out in case Poe ~ Poe and the printer is not in a run of pages. 

The operation can be interrupted for both transitioning to sleep or opening the front door. 
If the operation is interrupted, it has to be resumed before another cleaning operation is 
executed. 

• Operation D (OD) 
Operation D has to be carried out once every time the cold process reaches standby, under 
the condition that the no print job is waiting. 

The operation can be interrupted to start printing, going to sleep, or opening the front door. 
If the operation is interrupted, it has to be resumed before another operation is executed. 

Note that in status standby multiple operation might be required simultaneously. Operation B, 
which is carried out in the warm process, may be carried out simultaneously with operation D and 
operation C, which are carried out in the cold process. Operation D must be carried out before 
operation C if they are both required. This is summarized in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2: Order and synchronicity of the cleaning operations and the transitions of warm 
process and cold process. 

Cold process Warm process 
In Run Status 

Operation A (OA) 
In Standby Status In Standby status 
First: Operation D (OD) 

Operation B (0B) 
Second: Operation C ( OC) 

2.4 Case Study on Printing Modes 

Recall that if the printing process is in power status run, it can be in several printing modes, 
depending on the type of paper that is being printed. In this section, we introduce a case which 
concerns the control of these printing modes. First , we introduce the control problem. Second, 
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we describe the part of the embedded software that takes care of this control problem and how 
it interacts with its environment. Third, we describe the specifications of the controlled system, 
SPs;P in the model-based engineering framework. 

Control problem 

As described in Section 2.1 and depicted in Figure 2.1, the belt heater heats the toner transfer fuser 
belt after the image is applied and the paper heater heats the paper before the paper reaches the 
fuse drums. The toner transfer fuser belt has a fixed heat capacity. However, the paper sheets have 
a heat capacity which depends on the paper weight. Also, if a page is printed on both sides, the 
second time it enters the printing process it is already warmer than the first time. The controller 
has three parameters to control this process. The first two parameters are the power that is 
supplied to the belt and paper heaters. The sum of these powers is limited , since the power supply 
from the socket is limited. The third parameter is the speed of printing. The control problem is 
how to set these parameters in such a way that the heating requirements are satisfied, printing at 
highest speed possible. 

At first sight, this is a continuous control problem. However, it is not allowed to change heater 
settings and printing speed arbitrarily, since this influences the printing quality. Therefore, a 
implemented solution is to divide the type of paper into three printing mode categories, namely bulk 
duplex, medium weight, and heavy stock. Each printing mode corresponds to specific configurations 
of the power supply to the paper and belt heaters and the speed of printing. We note that the 
printing modes are modes within the power status Run, which is described in Section 2.3 in 
Table 2.1. In this case study, the goal is to generate control software which controls the transitions 
of the printing process between these printing modes. The input is scheduling requests of images, 
that is, one image is one side of a sheet, which can be accepted or rejected. 

Embedded software 

A schematic overview of the function we are considering is depicted in Figure C.2. We refer to 
the part of the embedded software which controls the transition of the printing process between 
these printing modes as speed function action controller. The speed function action controller is a 
controller of one of the functions in the embedded software. We refer to this function as speed 
function. 

The speed function consists of two controllers, namely the speed controller and the speed function 
action controller. The speed controller controls the hardware, through the procedures, in such a 
way that it is in either one of the three printing modes. The speed function action controller sends 
orders to the speed controller to transition to a certain printing mode. The speed controller returns 
a confirmation to the top action controller when the hardware is in a certain printing mode. The 
speed function action controller has two tasks, namely controlling the printing modes by actuating 
the speed controller and accepting or rejecting scheduling requests from the managers. Managers 
send scheduling requests to the top action controller in order to schedule images. 

From perspective of the speed function action controller, the scheduling works as follows. The 
top action controller sends a scheduling request to allocate an image. The speed function action 
controller either accepts or rejects the request. In case the request is rejected, this means that a 
change in printing mode is needed and the top action controller must wait with the next allocation 
request because a mode transition is required. In other words, the allocation is blocked. When it 
is finished, the allocation is unblocked. 

In this case study, the goal is to generate control software for the speed function action controller. 
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Figure 2.5: Speed function action controller in its context. 
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As described in above, the tasks of the speed function action controller are to react to scheduling 
requests from the top action controller and to order the speed controller to bring the hardware into 
the printing mode in which the scheduled images can be printed. In the following, we introduce 
the requirements of the controlled system. First, we describe when a printing mode transition may 
be triggered. Second, we describe when a request may be accepted and rejected. 

Printing mode transition triggers 

The triggers for printing mode transitions are given in Table 2.3. 

Allocation request accepting and rejecting rules 

Whenever images of printing mode bulk duplex are accepted, the speed controller must be either in 
printing mode bulk duplex, medium weight, or transitioning between these two categories. In case 
images of type medium weight are accepted, the speed controller must be either in printing mode 
medium weight or transitioning from bulk duplex to medium weight. In case images of printing 
mode heavy weight are accepted, the speed controller must be in printing mode heavy stock. 

In case a forward request can be accepted, obviously, it should not be rejected. A request may 
not be accepted or rejected in case a printing mode transition can be triggered. In other words, 
accepting or rejecting an allocation has lower priority than requesting a printing mode transition. 
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Table 2.3: Printing mode transition triggers. 
To bulk duplex To medium weight To heavy stock 

From bulk duplex - If one sheet of printing If one sheet of 
mode medium weight is printing mode 
requested by the top ac- heavy is requested 
tion controller. by the top action 

controller. 
From medium weight If all scheduled im- - If one sheet of print-

ages are of printing ing mode heavy 
mode bulk duplex. stock is requested 

by the top action 
controller. 

From heavy stock If one sheet of print- If one sheet of printing -
ing mode bulk du- mode medium weight is 
plex is requested by requested by t he top ac-
the top action con- tion controller. 
troller. 

2.5 Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, two case studies are presented which concern the coordination of control modes in 
the printing process. Control modes are introduced by engineers to categorize machine states. In 
both case studies the printing modes concern power management. Modes like this are common in 
complex machines, not in printers only. The control decisions are based upon the state of certain 
parameters which change by the occurrence of events. For this reason, in Chapter 5 and 6 we apply 
state-based supervisory control theory to the two case studies, as described in Chapters 3 and 4. 



Chapter 3 

Supervisory Control Theory 

In this chapter, we introduce supervisory control theory in a way intended for people outside the field 
of supervisory control theory. For illustrative reasons, properties that an automatically synthesized 
supervisor satisfies are described, rather than the providing the synthesis algorithms. For details, 
formal proofs, synthesis algorithms, and tooling we refer to [Ram87, Won08, Cas04, Ma05b]. 

Recall that in supervisory control theory an untimed, discrete-event system, referred to as plant 
P, is modeled. This is done by capturing the order in which events can occur in the uncontrolled 
system. Two types of events are distinguished. Events which the supervisor can prevent from 
occurring, referred to as controllable events. Events which the supervisor cannot prevent, referred 
to as uncontrollable events. Applying supervisory control theory, a supervisor S, is synthesized 
automatically. Based upon the current state, the supervisor restricts the uncontrolled behavior of 
plant P by disabling controllable events which can occur in the plant. The behavior of the plant 
under control of the supervisor is referred to as the controlled behavior, S/P. An overview of this 
closed-loop system is depicted in Figure l.3(b) on page 3. The supervisor monitors the occurrence 
of events in the plant, and based upon the current state it enables a subset of the controllable 
events. A synthesized supervisor is such that the controlled behavior S/ P, satisfies predefined 
control requirements R. Moreover, the controlled behavior is such that from every state one of 
the predefined end states can be reached. In other words, the controlled behavior is dead-lock 
and live-lock free [Cas04, Won08]. This condition is referred to as the non-blocking condition. The 
controlled behavior is also such that uncontrollable events cannot lead to states which do not 
satisfy the control requirements or lead to a state which is blocking. This condition is referred to 
as the controllability condition [Cas04, Won08]. 

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.1, we explain how the plant, the requirements, 
and the resulting supervisor are modeled by means of automata. Subsequently, in Section 3.2 we 
discuss the controllability condition and in Section 3.3.3 the non-blocking condition. In Section 3.4, 
we describe state-based supervisory control requirements. Finally, in Section 3.5 we conclude this 
chapter by comparing state-based and event-based supervisory control theory and motivating our 
choice for state-based supervisory control theory to solve our case studies. Throughout this chapter, 
we reflect the introduced concepts on the following example, which is written such that it can be 
read without reading connecting text and definitions: 

Example 3.1 Getting home. 
We consider a system which consists of a road map and a car. The controller we need to design 
represents the driver of the car. In this part we describe the uncontrolled behavior of the system 
and the control problem. 

We start with a description of the road map. An overview of a road map is depicted in Figure 3.1. 
On the road map, each crossing is numbered: 1, 2, 3a, 3b, 3c, and 4. Note that crossing 4 
represents home. Initially, the driver is at crossing 1, indicated by the red car. At every crossing, 
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Figure 3.1: Road map. 

the driver needs to decide what to do in order to get home. The possible directions are left , 
right, or straight, depending on the available roads which are given by the road map. 
After choosing a direction, the car automatically drives to the next crossing. When driving 
between crossings, the driver cannot influence the situation. When driving, the gas tank of the 
car can run low. If gas is low, it needs to be filled it at the a gas station at the next crossing. 
Gas stations are located at crossings 1, 2, 3a, and 3b. The gas stations are full service. This 
means that an employee of the gas station refills the tank without consulting the driver. At the 
moment the driver reaches home, gas may be low. 

The control problem is: At each crossing, which direction must the driver go in order to reach 
~~- ■ 

3.1 Modeling Discrete-Event Systems 

In this section, we describe how a plant and requirements can be modeled by means of automata. 
Subsequently, we discuss another form of modeling, namely languages, which can be generated 
from automata. We need languages in the next sections to describe the properties of supervisors. 
Throughout this chapter, we assume that the reader has basic knowledge of set theory [Jus97]. 

3.1.1 Plant Model by Means of Automata 

An automaton is constructed from a finite set of states and a finite set of events. The model is in 
one state at a time. An automaton defines event relation between states. Moreover, one initial 
state is defined. Walking through the states starting from the initial states gives the possible 
sequences of events which is modeled by the automaton. We assume that from one state each event 
leads to maximal one state. This makes the automaton deterministic. The formal definition of an 
automaton is given by: 

Definition 3.1. [Cas04] Deterministic automaton 
A deterministic automaton, denoted by A, is a four tuple A= (Q, E, ----, , q0 ), where 

Q is the set of states; 
E is the finite set of events; 
----,: Q x E ___, Q is the transition Junction: ___, (x, e) = y means that there is a 

transition labeled by event e from state x to state y, we use the notation x-..':. y 
for ___, (x, e) = y; in general, ----, is a partial function on its domain, we denote 
x.$. to indicate that transition e is defined from state x; 

Qo is the initial state. 
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Automata can be visualized as depicted in Figure 3.2(a), which gives the automaton of the road 
map of Example 3.1. We discuss the physical representation of this automaton later on when 
we continue the example. For now we only state the conventions we use on the visualization of 
automata throughout this report. States are denoted by black circles, events are denoted by arrows, 
and the initial state is indicated by an unconnected incoming arrow. Multiple events on an edge 
represent an edge for each event. In the remainder of this report, states are printed bold, and 
events are printed italic. 

For purpose of supervisory control theory, the plant P is modeled by one automaton. However, in 
many systems several parallel processes can be distinguished. For instance in Example 3.1, the 
car and the road map are intuitively described separate. In situations like this, it is often more 
convenient to model these processes by separate automata with shared events, that is, event which 
occur in several automata. Shared events may only occur in both automata synchronously. We 
continue our example to show how we can model the plant by means of automata: 

Example 3.1 ( continued 1) Plant model by means of automata. 
Recall that we are designing a controller which makes decisions for the driver in a car. The 
uncontrolled plant behavior consists of a car and a road map. We assume that the plant is 
completely discrete-state and event-driven. The controller must decide at each crossing which 
direction to go to next in order to get home. When driving from one crossing to another, the 
driver cannot influence the situation. Moreover, gas can run low when driving. In this case, it 
is filled at the next crossing automatically at a full service gas station. Transitions take time, 
however, we assume this is of no influence to our control problem. Only the order in which 
events are executed is of importance. We decide to model the road map and car by means of 
two separate automata. 

First, we model the car with automaton Acar, which is depicted in Figure 3.2(b). For now 
neglect the difference between solid and dotted lines and the unconnected, outgoing arrow 
in Figure 3.2. We distinguish four states the car can be in, namely driving with enough 
gas, state DrivingGasOke, driving with low gas, state DrivingGasLow, standing still with 
enough gas, state StandingGasOke, and standing still with low gas, state StandingGasLow. 
Initially, the car is standing still and has enough gas, state StandingGasOke, indicated with 
an unconnected incoming arrow. From the initial state the driver can order the car to go left, 
straight on, or right. Therefore, we define the events: Left, Straight, and Right, respectively, 
which al lead to a state in which the car is driving with enough gas, state DrivingGasOke. 
Subsequently, two things can happen: 

• The car reaches the next crossing, modeled with event _AtNextCrossing, leading to the 
initial state StandingGasOke. 

_Filled 
,-. 

I 
Fil/eJ I Gaslow 

.wP:,,,. 
(a) Plant automaton of the road map (Aro00). (b) Plant automaton of the car (Ac0 ,). 

Figure 3.2: Plant automata. 
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• Gas runs low, modeled with event _GasLow, leading to state in which the car is driving 
with low gas, state DrivingGasLow. Subsequently, the car reaches the next crossing, 
event _AtNextCrossing occurs, resulting in a state it is standing still with low gas, state 
DrivingGasLow. When it is refilled again, event _Filled occurs resulting in the initial 
state standing still with enough gas, state StandingGasOke. 

Second, we model the road map with automaton Aroad, which is depicted in Figure 3.2(a). 
This automaton follows from Figure 3.1. The state set consists of each crossing, we define 
Qroad = {1, 2, 3a, 3b, 3c, 4}. Initially, the car is in state l. The event set is Eroad = 
{ Straight, Left, Right, _Filled} , which are all shared with the car automaton. From Figure 3.1 
and the description of the events above the transitions follow directly, therefore we do not 
discuss each transition in detail. Note the event _Filled from one state to the same state, 
referred to as self-loops, at the crossings with a gas station. This models the presence of the 
gas stations. ■ 

Given a plant model by several automata, the next step is to calculate one automaton which 
captures the total plant behavior. In the total plant behavior, shared event must occur in all 
automata simultaneously. The behavior of two automata can be calculated by calculating the 
parallel composition: 

Definition 3.2. [Cas04] Parallel composition 
The parallel composition of automata A1 = (Q1,E1,7,qo,1 ) and A2 

synchronizing events E, is given by: 

where -. is defined as follows with qu, q12 E Q1 and q21, q22 E Q2: 
1,2 

--+:= 
1,2 

(q11 , q21)-;-; (q12, q22) 

(q11 , q21) -..:..2 (q12 , q21) 
1, 

(q11, q21)-;-; (q11 , q22) 

undefined 

if qu ~ and q21 ~, 
1 2 

if e r/. E and qu ~, 
1 

if er/. E and q21 ~, 
2 

otherwise. 

Recall that x ~ indicates that transition e is defined from state x. The parallel composition states 
that the resulting state set is the cartesian product of the original two state sets; the resulting event 
set is the union of the original two event sets; the resulting transition function of an event within 
the set E is only defined if a transition occurs in both automata simultaneously; the resulting 
transition function of an event not within the set E is only defined if it occurs in one of the 
automata; and the resulting initial state set is the pair of initial states from both original automata. 
In the remainder of this report , by default we assume that the synchronizing event set is the set of 
shared events: E = E 1 n E2 . 

Let us see how we can calculate the total uncontrolled plant behavior for Example 3.1: 

Example 3.1 (continued 2) Parallel composition. 
In the previous part of this example we defined two plant automata, depicted in Figure 3.2, which 
together model the uncontrolled behavior of the plant. For the purpose of supervisory control 
theory, we calculate one automaton which captures the total uncontrolled plant behavior. This 
is done by taking the parallel composition of the two plant automata, denoted as A car IIE Aroad· 

Events which occur in both automata are referred to as shared events. In the parallel composition, 
shared events are only allowed if they occur in both automata synchronously. Events which 
are not shared are only allowed if they occur in either one of the automata. The parallel 
composition of A car and Aroad is depicted in Figure 3.3, we refer to this automaton as Ap. 
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Figure 3.3: Plant automaton: Ap = Acar llr: Aroad· 

Note that the state names are constructed starting with the corresponding name from the road 
map automaton, followed by the name of the car automaton. 

To get an intuition of the parallel composition, we walk through the road map, car, and 
parallel composition automaton simultaneously. The shared event set is E = Acar n Aroad = 
{ Left, Straight, Right, _Filled}. This means that all events from E must occur in both au
tomata synchronously, whereas events not in E are allowed if they occur in one of the automata. 
Initially, we are in states 1 and StandingGasOke, thus in the parallel composition in state 
lStandingGasOke. In the car automaton the events Left, Straight, and Right can occur. In 
the road map automaton only event Straight can occur. Since Left, Straight, and Right belong 
to E, Left and Right cannot occur in the parallel composition. As a result, Straight is the 
only allowed event in the parallel composition bringing the plant automata in states 2 and 
DrivingGasOke, thus the parallel composition in 2DrivingGasOke. Subsequently, no event 
from E can occur in both automata. Therefore, none of the events in E occur in the parallel 
composition. However, events _AtNextPosition and _GasLow which are not in E can occur in 
the car automaton. Therefore, these events also occur in the parallel composition. Continuing 
like this, the complete parallel composition can be determined. ■ 

3.1.2 Modeling Control Requirements 

Given the plant model in the form of an automaton, the next step is to model control requirements. 
Typically, control requirements restrict the uncontrolled behavior given by the plant model. Recall 
that two flavors of control requirements are distinguished. Requirements modeled by means of 
automata are referred to as event-based requirements. Requirements modeled by logical expressions 
over states and events are referred to as state-based requirements. In the following, we discuss 
event-based control requirements. In Section 3.4 we discuss state-based requirements. 

An event based requirement is an automaton which gives the order in which events may occur 
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in the controlled system. We assume, the requirement only restricts the events present in the 
requirement. The best way to illustrate this is by continuing the example: 

Example 3.1 (continued 3) Event-based control requirement. 
Remember that we are synthesizing a supervisor which direction to go next in order to go home. 
We have modeled the plant behavior in the previous two parts of this example. In this part, we 
define the control requirements, which restrict the controlled behavior. We extend our example 
by the following informal, control requirement: The gas station at crossing 3a is very expensive 
and therefore we do not want to refill our gas there. 

In order to model this requirement by means of an automaton, we start with the uncontrolled 
behavior of the road map, depicted in Figure 3.2(a). In order to avoid filling up the gas tank 
in crossing 3a, we delete event _Filled in state 3a. Note that this requirement only restricts 
the events which occur in AR , that is, events Left, Straight, Right, and _Filled. The resulting 
control requirement automaton AR is depicted in Figure 3.4. ■ 

Figure 3.4: Requirement model AR, 

3.1.3 Supervisor Implemented by an Automaton 

In event-based supervisory control theory, the automatically synthesized supervisor is represented 
by means of an automaton. In the following, we describe how this automaton must be interpreted. 
In state-based supervisory control theory, the supervisor is represented by binary decision diagrams. 
For illustrative reasons we only discuss the implementation by means of an automaton in this 
chapter. For an explanation of the representation by binary decision diagrams the reader is referred 
to Appendix A. 

Given a supervisor candidate in the form of an automaton, the control works as follows. The 
supervisor tracks the current state in the supervisor automaton by tracking occurrence of events in 
the plant. Recall from Figure 1.3(b) on page 3 that the supervisor tells the plant which events 
are enabled. This is determined by the outgoing events of the tracked state in the supervisor 
automaton. Let us see how this reflects to our example: 

Example 3.1 (continued 4) Supervisor candidate As1 and controlled behavior. 
In the previous parts of this example, we have defined a plant model Ap, and a requirement 
specification model AR, We continue by determining our first supervisor candidate. The first 
supervisor we propose As1, is the parallel composition of Ap and AR, that is, As1 = Ap IIE AR, 
Note that by definition the controlled behavior S/ P fulfills the requirement R. The resulting 
automaton is depicted in Figure 3.5. The current state of the supervisor is determined by 
tracking the occurrence of events in the plant. The enabled events are given by the outgoing 
transitions of the current state in the supervisor. 

Note that the in state StandingGasLow3a event _Filled occurs in the plant but is disabled 
by the supervisor. ■ 
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Figure 3.5: Supervisor candidate As1 = Ap IIE AR. 
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Modeling discrete-event systems by means of automata is an intuitive way of modeling untimed 
discrete-event systems. However, automata are not directly used to define the properties that a 
supervisor must satisfy. Therefore, in this section we introduce the underlying language model. 
We also define how a language can be derived from an automaton. 

The event set E of a discrete-event system is interpreted as an alphabet. A sequence of events 
taken out of this alphabet forms a string. A string consisting of no events is called the empty 
string and is denoted by€. The length of a string is the number of events contained in it, counting 
multiple occurrences of the same event. Ifs is a string, we will denote its length by lsl. We use 
x__;:. to denote that a string s is defined from state x. A language is a set of strings formed from an 
alphabet. A language is defined as follows: 

Definition 3.3. [Cas04] Language 
A language L defined over an event set E is a set of finite-length strings from events in E. 

As an example, let E = { a, b, g} be the set of events. We may then define the language L1 

{ 1:, a, baa}. The key operation in building string, and thus languages, from a set of events E is 
concatenation. The string baa in L 1 above is the concatenation of the string ba with the event a. 
E* denotes the set of all finite strings of elements of E, including the empty string€. For example, 
if E = {a,b,g}, then 

E* = {t:, a, b, g, aa, ab, ag, ba, bb, bg, ga, gb, gg, aaa, ... }. 

Concatenation of languages is given by: 

Definition 3.4. [Cas04] Concatenation of languages 
Let La, Lb i;;; E*, then 
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In words, a string is in LaLb if it can be written as the concatenation of a string in La with a 
string in Lb. Given a language, the usual set operations, such as union, intersection, and cartesian 
product, are applicable to languages since languages are sets. In addition, we use the prefix-closure 
of a language, which consists of all the prefixes of all the strings in a language. Formally the prefix 
closure is defined as: 

Definition 3.5. (Cas04] Prefix closure of a language 
The prefix closure of a language L is defined as: 

L := { s E E* : :lt E a* [st E L] } 

In words, the prefix closure of a language L is denoted by L and consisting of all prefixes of all 
strings in L. In general L ~ L. L is said to be prefix-closed if L = L. Thus the language L is 
prefix-closed if any prefix of any string in L is also an element of L. We illustrate the concept of 
prefix closure by the following example: 

Example 3.2 Prefix closure of a language. 
Given a language L = { abc, de!}, then the prefix-closure of this language is: 
L = {1o ,a,ab,abc, d,de,de f}. ■ 

The connection between languages and automata is made by inspecting the state transition diagram 
of an automaton. Consider all the directed paths that can be followed in the state transition 
diagram, starting at the initial state. This leads to the notation of the language generated by an 
automaton, which are given by: 

Definition 3.6. (Cas04] Language generated by an automaton 
The language generated by A= (Q, E , -+ , qo) is 

Recall that x.!. indicates that string s is defined from state x. The definition states that the 
language C(A) represents all the directed paths that can be followed along automaton A , starting 
at the initial state; the string corresponding to a path is the concatenation of the event labels of 
the transitions composing the path. Therefore, a string s is in C(A) if and only if it corresponds 
to an admissible path in the state transition diagram. C(A) is prefix-closed by definition, that is 
C(A) = C(A), since a path is only possible if all its prefixes are also possible. 

3.2 Controllability Condition 

Up until this point, we have neglected controllability of events. Remember that events can 
be controllable and uncontrollable. If a supervisor is constructed such that the occurrence of 
uncontrollable events cannot lead into undesired behavior, then such a supervisor is said to be 
controllable. We discuss the concept of controllability in the this section. First, we extend our 
models by distinguishing controllability of events. Second, we discuss the controllability property. 

3.2.1 Modeling controllability of events 

We extend the automaton and language models by controllability of events. To this end, the total 
set of events E is divided into a set of controllable events Ee and a set of uncontrollable events Euc. 
This means that in the definitions of automata and languages (Definitions 3.1 and 3.3) the set of 
events E is defined as: 
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In notation, we use the following convention on distinguishing controllability of events. Uncon
trollable event names always start with and underscore, whereas controllable events never start 
with an underscore. Moreover, in the visualization of automata, we draw controllable events with 
a solid line and controllable events with a dotted line. 

We extend the example model with controllability of events: 

Example 3.1 (continued 5) Controllability of events. 
In the previous parts of this example, we presented a plant model Ap in Figure 3.2, a require
ment model AR in Figure 3.4, and a supervisor candidate As1 in Figure 3.5. In the models 
controllability of events is not taken into consideration. However, we already mentioned that 
the driver can only influence the occurrence of the events that order the car to go straight, left, 
or right. The occurrence of the remaining events goes beyond the control power of the driver of 
the car. For this reason, we distinguish the following sets of controllable and uncontrollable 
events: 

Ee { Straight, Left, Right }, 

Euc { _AtN ext Position, _Gas Low, _Filled}. 

Note that in the previous parts of this example the above mentioned conventions are already 
used. ■ 

3.2.2 Controllable Languages 

The presence of uncontrollable events may lead to a situation in which the controlled plant is in 
a state, in which an undesired, uncontrollable event can occur. A supervisor which prevents the 
controlled behavior from entering states like this is called controllable. In the following we define 
the controllability condition with respect to languages. Subsequently, we discuss how a controllable 
supervisor can be found given an uncontrollable supervisor candidate. 

The formal definition of a controllable language accepted by a supervisor automaton As, with 
respect to the language accepted by a plant automaton Ap , is given by: 

Definition 3.7. [Cas04] Controllable language 
Let .C(As) and .C(Ap) be languages over the event set Ep. Let EP,uc be a the uncontrollable 
subset of Ep . .C(As) is said to be controllable with respect to .C(Ap) and EP,uc if 

The definition states that every string and all its prefixes in the supervisor candidate concatenated 
with an uncontrollable event, that is , .C(As)EP,uc, which also occurs in the plant, that is, intersected 
with .C(Ap ), must also exist be a string or one of its prefixes in the supervisor, that is, must be a 
subset or equal to .C(As). 

This reflects to our example as follows: 

Example 3.1 (continued 6) Controllability of events. 
We consider the plant model automaton given by Ap , depicted in Figure 3.3, and the supervisor 
candidate given by automaton As1 , depicted in Figure 3.5. As the supervisor cannot forbid 
uncontrollable events, in every state we check whether the supervisor candidate allows all 
uncontrollable events which can occur in the plant. In the plant automaton event _Filled can 
occur in state StandingGasLow3a. In the supervisor automaton, this uncontrollable event is 
disabled in state StandingGasLow3a. Since the supervisor cannot influence the occurrence 
of uncontrollable events, supervisor candidate As1 is not controllable. ■ 
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Given an uncontrollable supervisor candidate, the question rises how to find a supervisor candidate 
which is controllable. In addition, we want to find the supervisor candidate which restricts the 
least possible controllable events. Or in language terms, given an uncontrollable supervisor As, 
then we would like to find the " largest", in terms of set inclusion, sublanguage of .C(As) which is 
controllable. If we find the largest , controllable sublanguage, our supervisor is maximally permissive 
and controllable. Before we define how we can find the largest, controllable sublanguage, first, we 
define the class of all controllable sublanguages of .C(As) with respect to the language accepted by 
a plant .C(Ap ): 

Definition 3.8. (Cas04) Class of all controllable sublanguages of a supervisor candidate 
Let .C(As) be a the language accepted by a supervisory candidate and .C(Ap) be the language 
accepted by a plant. Then the class of all controllable sublanguages of .C(As) with respect to 
.C(Ap) is defined as: 

C(.C(As)) { L <:;;; .C(As) I Lis controllable w.r.t . .C(Ap) } . 

The definition follows directly from the definition of controllability, given by Definition 3.7. 

Given the class all controllable sublanguages of a supervisor candidate, largest controllable sublan
guage of this candidate can be determined as follows: 

Definition 3.9. (Cas04) Largest controllable sublanguage 
Let .C(As) and .C(Ap) be languages over the event set I:p, I:ptant,uc be the uncontrollable subset 
of I:p, and C(.C(As)) be the class of all controllable sublanguages of As w.r.t. Ap. The largest, or 
supremal, controllable sublanguage of .C(Ap) is 

.C(As)TC := u L , 
LEC(C(A s )) 

where superscript j is to be read as "inside .C(As)" and C refers to the fact that we are concerned 
with the controllability property. 

The definition states that the union of all elements of this class gives the largest, or supremal, 
controllable sublanguage of .C(Ap ). 

Let us see how this reflects to our example: 

Example 3.1 (continued 7) Controllability. 
Remember the supervisor candidate As1 , depicted in Figure 3.5. This supervisor candidate is 
not controllable because in state StandingGasLow3a uncontrollable event _Filled is disabled 
by the supervisor. Intuitively, this can be solved by removing state StandingGasLow3a and 
all connected events, as depicted in Figure 3.6. The resulting supervisor candidate is also 
not controllable since in state DrivingGasLow3a uncontrollable event _AtNextPosition is 
disabled. This is solved by removing state DrivingGasLow3a and all connected events. Again 
the resulting supervisor is not controllable because in state DrivingGasOke3a uncontrollable 
event _GasLow is disabled by the supervisor. Therefore, we delete state DrivingGasOke3a 
and all connected events. The resulting supervisor candidate, As2, is controllable and depicted 
in Figure 3.6. Note that As2 disables controllable event Left in state 2StandingGasOke in 
order to avoid uncontrollable event _Filled in state StandingGasLow3a. By disabling Left in 
state 2StandingGasOke crossing 3a is avoided. 

If one would apply Definition 3.9, one would conclude that .C(As2 ) is the largest sublanguage of 
.C(As1 ) that is controllable. We note that in As1 state 3aStandingGasOke cannot be reached 
from the initial state and therefore does not influence the controlled behavior. ■ 
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Figure 3.6: Supervisor candidate As2: Largest largest controllable sublanguage of As1 with respect 
to Ap. 

3.3 Non-Blocking Condition 

In the previous sections, we described how the plant, the control requirements, and the supervisor 
can be modeled by means of automata. Subsequently, we defined the controllability condition. In 
this section, we expand our model with states one of which we demand our supervisor to be able 
to end up in at least one of them, referred to as marked states. For example in Example 3.1, we 
want to be able to end up at home and standing still. A supervisor which controlled behavior can 
always reach one of the marked states is said to be non-blocking. In this section, first we discuss 
how the automata and language models are extended with marked states. Second, we define the 
non-blocking condition for supervisors. · 

3.3.1 Marked Automaton 

In this section we extend the automaton model by marked states. We extend the definition of a 
marked automaton, given by Definition 3.1, with a set of marked states: 

Definition 3.10. [Cas04] Deterministic marked automaton 
A deterministic marked automaton, denoted by A, is a five tuple A= ( Q, L-, -+, q0 , Qm), where Q, 
L-, -+, and q0 are given by Definition 3.1 and Qm is the set of marked states. 

In the visualization of automata, we indicate marked state by an unconnected outgoing arrow. Let 
us see how the concept of marked states reflects on our example: 

Example 3.1 (continued 8} Marked states modeled by automata. 
In the introduction of this example on page 21, we stated that we designing a controller 
for the driver of a car and that we want to be able to reach home. As a result, in the 
end state we want to be at crossing 4 and the car must be standing still, gas low or not. 
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Therefore, the marked state set of the road map automaton, depicted in Figure 3.2(a), is 
Qm,road = {4} and the marked state set of the car automaton, depicted in Figure 3.2(b), is 
Qm ,car = {StandingGasLow, StandingGasOke }. Note that this is already depicted in all 
previous figures. ■ 

Given a marked automaton, the question rises how this reflects on the parallel composition. The 
parallel composition given by Definition 3.2 is extended with the set of marked states: 

Definition 3.11. [Cas04] Marked parallel composition 
The parallel composition of marked automata A1 = (Q1 , E1,7,Qo,1,Qm,1) and A2 = (Q2,E2,7 

, Qo,2, Qm,2), with synchronizing events E is given by: 

where --+ is given by Definition 3.2. 
1,2 

--+ 
1,2' 

The definition states that the set of marked state is the cartesian product of the initial sets of 
marked states. To illustrate the parallel composition of marked automata we give the parallel 
composition the marked plant automata of our example: 

Example 3.1 (continued 9) Parallel composition of marked automata. 
Remember from the previous part of this example that the marked state sets are: Qm,road = { 4} 
and Qm,car = {StandingGasLow, StandingGasOke}. From the definition of the parallel 
composition follows that the marked state set of the plant is the cartesian product of these: 
Qm,plant = Qm,road x Qm,car = {(4,StandingGasLow), (4,StandingGasOke)}. Note that 
this corresponds to states 4StandingGasLow and 4StandingGasOke in the automata Ap, 
As1 , and As2 . This is already indicated in the corresponding figures by unconnected outgoing 
arrows. We demand our controller to be able to end up in at least one of these states. ■ 

3.3.2 Marked language generated by a marked automaton 

In this section, we describe how we extend the language model with marked states. Consider all 
the directed paths that can be followed in an automaton, starting at the initial state. Subsequently, 
consider among these paths all the paths that end in a marked states. This leads to the notation 
of the language marked by an automaton: 

Definition 3.12. [Cas04] Language marked by an automaton 
The marked language generated by A= (Q, E, --+, Qo, Qm) is given by 

The marked language represented by A, .Cm(A), is the subset of .C(A) consisting only of the strings 
s for which q0 _!_. Qm, Qm E Qm, that is, these strings correspond to paths that end at a marked 
state in the state transition diagram. Since not all states of Qm,A need to be marked, .Cm(A), need 
not be prefix-closed, that is .Cm(A) =I= .Cm(A), in contrary to .C(A). 

3.3.3 Non-blocking Supervisor 

In this section, we give the definition of a non-blocking supervisor. Remember that a supervisor is 
non-blocking if from every state in the controlled behavior one of the marked states can be reached. 
Formally, the a non-blocking controllable supervisor is defined as: 
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Definition 3.13. [Cas04] Non-blocking Controllable Supervisor 
Let S be a controllable supervisor candidate for plant P. Then the controlled behavior is given by 
S/ P. The controlled behavior S/ P is non-blocking if 

.C(S/ P) = .Cm(S/ P). 

The definition states that the controlled behavior S / P is non-blocking if the language accepted by 
S/ P is equal to the language that consists of all prefixes of the marked language of S/ P. In other 
words, each string that can occur in S / P has a trace in S / P that leads to a marked state. Let us 
see how this reflects on our example: 

Example 3.1 (continued 10) Non-blocking Controllable Supervisor. 
We continue our example starting from supervisor candidate As2 , depicted in Figure 3.6, which 
is controllable with respect to plant Ap. 

• -_'.'.N~~~ 
~as low _Filled 

AtNextPositio 

Fil slow -

Figure 3.7: Supervisor candidate As3: controllable and non-blocking. 

Recall that states 4StandingGasLow and 4StandingGasOke are marked states. A super
visor is blocking whenever in the controlled behavior states can be reached from which no 
marked state can be reached. Clearly, from state 3cStandingGasLow, no marked state can be 
reached. To resolve this problem, we remove this state and all connected events as depicted in 
Figure 3. 7. Removing this state and all connected events leads into a uncontrollable supervisor, 
since in state 3cDrivingGasLow uncontrollable event _AtNextPosition is disabled. Therefore, 
we remove state 3cDrivingGasLow and all connected events. The resulting candidate is 
uncontrollable since in state 3cDrivingGasOke uncontrollable event _GasLow is disabled. 
Therefore, we also remove state 3cDrivingGasOke and all connected events. The resulting 
supervisor candidate As3 is depicted in Figure 3. 7. This supervisor candidate is the final 
supervisor. Note that this candidate satisfies requirement AR, is controllable with respect to 
the plant Ap, and is non-blocking. 

We note that in As1 states 3aStandingGasOke and 3cStandingGasOke cannot be reached 
from the initial state and therefore do not influence the controlled behavior. ■ 
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3.4 State-Based Supervisory Control Theory 

Recall that two flavors of supervisory control theory are distinguished. Supervisors synthesized with 
both theories satisfy the controllability and non-blocking conditions. In event-based supervisory 
control theory, only event-based requirements can be specified. In state-based supervisory control 
theory, both event- and state-based requirements can be specified. Moreover, in event-based 
supervisory control theory the supervisor is implemented by an automaton, whereas in state-based 
supervisory control theory it is implemented by binary decision diagrams, see Appendix A. In the 
previous sections, modeling and the non-blocking and controllability condition are explained along 
the lines of event-based supervisory control theory. In this section, we discuss a state-based control 
requirements and briefly discuss the implementation of a state-based supervisor. 

3.4.1 Modeling 

In this section, we describe how the plant and requirements are modeled in state-based supervisory 
control theory. 

In Section 3.1, we described modeling of the plant by means of automata. In state-based supervisory 
control theory another model is used, namely state-tree structures [Ma05b]. For each plant model 
given by (several) automata, an equivalent state-tree structure model always exists [Ma05b]. In 
Appendix A, a brief introduction to state-tree structures and the relation to automata is given. 
In general, two kinds of well-known structured systems are distinguished, namely, horizontal 
(concurrency) and vertical (hierarchy) modular systems. State-tree structures provide a compact 
representation of both vertical and horizontal structure. In this thesis, we chose to use automata 
to model the plant, since this is an intuitive way of modeling and vertical structure in the model 
was not needed for the considered cases. In addition, automata are supported in the CIF tooling 
whereas state-tree structures are not. 

The following two types of state-based control requirements are distinguished: 

• Mutual state exclusion, which states that the controlled plant may not enter a certain 
combination of states. Or formally, in the form of a logical expression, which states that the 
controlled may not enter the combination of states State_l, State_2, ... State_n: 

NOT ( Plant in: State_l AND Plant in: State_2 AND ... AND Plant in: State_n ). 

• State-transition exclusion, which states that if the plant is in a certain combination of states, 
in the controlled behavior a certain event is disabled. Or formally, in the form of a logical 
expression, which states that if the controlled plant is in the combination of states State_l, 
.. . State_n, then event even La must be disabled: 

( Plant in: State_l AND ... AND Plant in: State_n ) IMPLIES even La is disabled. 

We continue the example to illustrate both types of state-based control requirements: 

Example 3.1 (continued 11) State-based control requirements. 
Remember the informal requirement in the part of this example on page 26, which states that 
we want to avoid filling up at the gas station at crossing 3a. This can be modeled with the 
following state-transition exclusion requirement: If the controlled system is in the state 3a, then 
event _Filled must be disabled. This results in the following logical expression: 

Plant in: 3a IMPLIES _Filled is disabled. 

In Figure 3.8 it is depicted how this requirement restricts the uncontrolled behavior Ap, 
depicted in Figure 3.3. In every state in the uncontrolled behavior which corresponds to state 
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Figure 3.8: State-transition exclusion. 
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3a, indicated with a red circle, the event _Filled is disabled. The resulting automaton is 
equivalent to supervisor candidate As1 • Therefore, the resulting controllable and non-blocking 
supervisor is equivalent to the event-based example, since the same steps as in the event-based 
example can be followed. 

In order to illustrate mutual state exclusion, we give an alternative requirement to model the 
same informal requirement. In our opinion this form is less intuitive in this case: In order 
to prevent filling up at the gas station at crossing 3a, the controlled system may not enter a 
combination of states in which it is in crossing 3a, indicated with a dashed blue circle, and gas 
is low, indicated with a red circle. This means that the controlled system may not enter 3a 
and StandingGasLow together, and may not enter 3a and DrivingGasLow together. This 
results in the following logical expression: 

NOT ( Plant in: 3a AND Plant in: StandingGasLow ) AND 

NOT ( Plant in: 3a AND Plant in: DrivingGasLow ). 

In Figure 3.9 it is depicted how this requirement restricts the uncontrolled behavior Ap, 
depicted in Figure 3.3. Every state which corresponds to one of the combinations that is not 
allowed is deleted. Note that these states where also deleted in the example with the event-based 
expression due to controllability. The resulting controllable and non-blocking supervisor is 
equivalent to the event-based example, since state DrivingGasOke must be deleted due to 
controllability and same states as in the event-based example must be deleted due to the 
non-blocking condition. 

■ 

Note that these two types of state-based requirements forbid behavior, that is, events from occurring 
or combinations of states from entering. Event-based requirement specify allowed behavior, that 
is, a sequence of events which are allowed. In Section 3.5 we give a more detailed comparison 
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Figure 3.9: Mutual state exclusion. 

between event-based and state-based requirements. Moreover, in Chapter 4 we define generalized 
state-based control requirements and show the equivalence to the above mentioned forms. 

3.4.2 Implementation 

Recall the supervisory control diagram depicted in Figure 1.3(b) on page 3. The state-based 
control diagram is depicted in Figure 3.10. The supervisor consists of a state-tracker and a decision 
maker. The state tracker keeps track of the current state, based upon the plant model. Recall 
that a synthesized state-based supervisor is represented by means of binary decision diagrams, see 
Appendix A. Given the current state, the decision maker determines which controllable events are 
enabled by evaluating the binary decision diagrams. 

Occurrence Event 

Plant 
State Tracker ~ 

State Supervisor 
""'D,,_.e-ci,...s.,..io_.n._M,,..,,..a..,.k_e_,r 

Enabled 
Controllable Events 

Figure 3.10: State-based control diagram. 

Note that the state-based feedback loop is based upon the current state, which is tracked by the 
state tracker. In the event-based feedback loop, the state is tracked in the supervisor automaton 
itself. 
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3.5 Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, supervisory control theory is introduced by describing properties an automatically 
synthesized supervisor satisfies, namely the controllability and non-blocking properties. This is 
done along the lines of event-based supervisory control theory. Subsequently, an introduction to 
state-based supervisory control theory is given. In these concluding remarks, we compare state
based to event-based supervisor control theory. Moreover, we motivate our choice for state-based 
supervisory control theory to solve the cases presented in Chapter 2. 

3.5.1 Event-Based vs State-Based Supervisory Control Theory 

In this section, we compare event-based and state-based supervisory control theory. This section is 
divided into criteria, namely properties an automatically supervisor satisfies, requirement modeling, 
plant modeling, implementation, and computational complexity. 

Supervisor Properties 
In both state-based and event-based supervisory control theory, the synthesized supervisor satisfies 
the controllability and non-blocking conditions. However, in event-based supervisory control theory, 
each state in the supervisor automaton can also be reached from the initial state. This condition 
is referred to as the reachability condition [Cas04]. In state-based supervisory control theory the 
burdensome reachability condition is dropped, with no change in resulting controlled behavior, but 
with a gain in computational efficiency for large systems [Ma05b]. This reflects to our example as 
follows: 

Example 3.1 (continued 12) Event-based vs state-based supervisor properties. 
Recall supervisor candidate As3, depicted in Figure 3.7, which is controllable and non-blocking. 
State 3aStandingGasOke and 3cStandingGasOke cannot be reached from the initial state. 
Therefore, these states are not reachable. In event-based supervisory control theory these states 
are removed, whereas in state-based supervisory control theory not. In [Ma05b] it is proved 
that the controlled behavior of the resulting supervisor is equivalent. ■ 

Event-based vs state-based control requirements 
Recall that in event-based supervisory control theory only event-based requirements can be specified. 
In state-based supervisory control theory both event-based and state-based requirements can be 
specified. Which type of control requirement is best suitable depends on the system and it is a 
modeler's choice. The basic difference is that in event-based requirements the allowed behavior 
is specified, that is, a sequence of events which is allowed, typically restricting (one of the) plant 
automata. In state-based requirements forbidden behavior is specified, that is, a combination of 
states which is not allowed or an event which is not allowed in a certain combination of states. 
Event-based requirements allow specifying concrete traces, whereas state-based requirements can 
only say something about the existing states. We consider the following example to clarify this 
statement: 

Example 3.3 Traces in requirements. 
We consider a plant which consists of one state and one selflooped event a, as depicted in 
Figure 3.ll(a). We want to synthesize a supervisor which allows the event a twice. The 
event-based requirement depicted in Figure 3.ll(b) models this requirement. A state-based 
requirement does not exist. ■ 

For every state-based expression, an equivalent event-based requirements exists. Recently, an 
algorithm is developed which automatically converts state-based requirements into equivalent 
event-based requirements [ForlO]. For every event-based requirement, a state-based requirement 
exist, however an observer automaton, which does not restrict the plant, might be needed to 
remember traces. 
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Figure 3.11: Traces in requirements. 

Plant modeling 
In this chapter, we introduced plant models by means of automata. This is used in event-based 
supervisory control theory. In state-based supervisory control theory another representation, 
namely, state-tree structures [Ma05b], is used. For each plant model given by (several) automata, 
an equivalent state-tree structure model always exists [Ma05b]. In Appendix A a brief introduction 
to state-tree structures and the relation to automata is given. State-tree structures provide a 
compact representation of both vertical and horizontal structure. In event-based supervisory control 
theory, also vertical and horizontal structures have been explored, possibly resulting in modular 
controllers. The reason for exploring such structured systems and control is typically to overcome 
the state-space explosion problem [Su09b]. 

Implementation 
Recall that in event-based supervisory control theory the supervisor is implemented by an automaton, 
whereas in state-based supervisory control theory it is implemented by binary decision diagrams, 
see Appendix A. 

Comparing the state-based and the event-based implementation, we see that the reactive speed 
of the state-based controller depends on how fast the state is tracked and the binary decision 
diagrams are evaluated subsequently. The size of the state-tracker is the same as the plant and 
event-based requirements together. The reactive speed of the event-based controller depends on 
how fast the next state can be determined. In embedded implementations, often the amount of 
memory a controller needs is desirably minimized. Typically, the cumulative size of the binary 
decision diagrams is smaller than the size of a supervisor automaton. However, this depends on 
the specific case and chosen implementation. 

Computational complexity 
In both event-based and state-based supervisory control theory, the non-blocking control problem 
is NP-hard. In other words, in the worst case any synthesis algorithm's computational complexity 
will inevitable be measured by the model's size, which is exponential in the number of system 
components [Ma05b]. In the event-based tooling, the global plant automaton (parallel composition) 
is calculated every time before the synthesis, which unfortunately turns every run of the synthesis 
into the worst case. However, in [Ma05b] is stated that the worst case may actually not occur in 
many practical control problems if using the advantage of the structural information captured in 
the state-tree structures. In addition, as mentioned earlier , the reachability condition is dropped 
which leads to a decrease in computational complexity. 

3.5.2 Motivation Theory Used in Case Studies 

In this section, we motivate the choice of state-based supervisory control theory to solve the case 
studies. We consider the criteria mentioned in the previous section. 

Since the cases are for solved for an industrial partner, modeling aspects are considered to be 
important. Modeling should be intuitive and follow from informal documents. In both event-based 
and state-based supervisory control theory we model the plant by means of automata, see the 
previous section for a motivation. As a result, no preference in plant modeling exists. However, 
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in requirement modeling a preference is present. The informal specification is many cases more 
intuitively translated to state-based requirements. Therefore, state-based supervisory control 
theory is preferred to event-based supervisory control theory. To give an intuition of this statement, 
we give an example with respect to the case on cleaning operations: 

Example 3.4 State-based requirements in the case on cleaning operations. 
To illustrate the relation between the informal specifications in Section 2.3 and formal state
based requirements we consider the specification of cleaning operation B. Recall that cleaning 
operation B may only be in progress if the warm process is in power status standby. Say we 
have modeled the system, and state OBProgress represents operation B is in progress, and 
WPRStandby represents that the warm process is in power status standby. The following 
state-based requirement follows from the informal requirement: 

(Plant in: OBProgress) IMPLIES (Plant in: WPRStandby). 

Similar as in Example 1.1, this requirement can be converted into a set of mutual state exclusion 
requirements. In Chapter 4 we present a tool which automatically executes this conversion. 
Modeling this requirement by means of an automaton is possible, but not intuitive. The 
complete case is modeled in Chapter 5. ■ 

From implementation point of view, in both case studies we are generating control software to 
replace a single procedure or controller in the existing embedded software. In other words, a 
centralized piece of control software. As a result , desirably, a centralized supervisor is synthesized. 
As in state-based supervisory control theory larger supervisors can be calculated, state-based is 
preferred over event-based supervisory control theory. At this point , we did not consider the 
reactive speed and memory use. More research is needed on an optimal implementation in terms 
of software. Possibly, more criteria are important here. 

Because of the points mentioned above, we decided to apply state-based supervisory control theory. 
We note that at the time of this decision, the automatic conversion tool from state-based to 
event-based requirements was not developed yet [ForlO]. Still, since a centralized supervisor is 
desired and event-based supervisory control theory most probably would encounter state-space 
problems, state-based supervisory control theory is still preferred. 
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Chapter 4 

Specifying State-Based 
Control Requirements 

During the case studies for this thesis, we noticed that the allowed state-based control requirement 
expressions for the existing tooling is quite restrictive [Ma05a]. Some intuition about this statement 
is given in Example 1.1 on page 6. As a result, informal and intuitive requirements formulated 
by domain engineers are not straightforwardly translated to expressions suitable for the existing 
tooling. We have identified forms of state-based expressions that naturally follow from intuitive, 
informal specifications. Subsequently, we have proven that given an expression in one of these 
natural forms , an equivalent form which suits the input for the existing synthesis tooling always 
exists. Moreover, the derived equivalences have been implemented in a tool which is incorporated 
in the tool chain for model-based engineering [Sch09b]. These results are presented [Jac09]. In this 
chapter, we summarize the results. 

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1 preliminaries are given. An illustrative 
example to motivate the proposed forms of state-based requirements is given in Section 4.2. The 
equivalences between the proposed requirements and input requirements for the existing tooling is 
given in Section 4.3. A description of the tool which implements an conversion algorithm for these 
equivalences is given in Section 4.4. In Section 4.5 this chapter is concluded. 

4.1 Preliminaries and Notation 

First , we define the predicates and operators we use to describe state-based requirement expressions. 
Second, we give the assumptions and notation with respect to the plant model. Third , we state the 
types of state-based requirement expressions accepted by the existing synthesis tooling. Fourth, we 
state the types of state-based requirement expressions proposed in this chapter. 

4.1.1 Predicates and Operators 

In this report, we use logical expressions to describe state-based requirements. The logical predicates 
and operators we use are described in the following. 

We use the following standard logical operators: the conjunction (A) , disjunction (v), negation 
( ·), implication ( => ) , and equivalence ( {=} ). For ease of notation, we denote the conjunction over 
an indexed set of predicates Xi as follows: /\iEJ Xi. Similarly, the disjunction over an indexed set 
of predicates is given by: v iE/ Xi. A summary of these operators and its derivatives is given in 
Table 4.l(a), for background information see [Biin99]. 

41 
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We use {TRUE, FALSE} to indicate the truth values of propositional logic. We introduce two 
predicates. The first predicate, indicated by sl, is true if and only if the plant under supervision is 
in state s. We refer to this as state predicate. The second predicate, indicated by - e, is true if 
and only if event e is enabled by the supervisor. We refer to this as event predicate. For the ease 
of notation and modeling, we introduce the following derived predicates. By --+> e we denote that 
event e is disabled by the supervisor, that is, --+> e ~ -, - e. As a convention, in the remainder 
of this report we denote a set of events by an upper case symbol and one single event by a lower 
case symbol. We define: - E ~ V eEE - e. By definition --+> E ~ -, - E. A summary of these 
predicates and its derivatives is given in Table 4.1 (b). 

Table 4.1: Operators and predicates and its derivatives. 

(a) Operators (b) Predicates 

Operator Description Predicate Description 

I\ Logical conjunction sL True if and only if the plant under 

AEJ Logical conjunction supervision is in state's'. 
over indexed set Xi, ---, e True if and only if event e is en-
i E / abled by the supervisor. 

V Logical disjunction ...,.. e True if and only if event e is dis-

v iEJ Logical disjunction abled by the supervisor. 
over indexed set Xi, ---,£ True if and only if at least one of 
iE / the events in the set of events E 

-, Logical negation is enabled by the supervisor. 
=} Logical implication ...,..£ True if and only if each event in 
<=} Logical equivalence the set of events E is disabled by 

the supervisor. 

4.1.2 Notation of Plant Model by Means of Automata 

In this section, we give the notation for a given plant model when defining requirement expressions. 
We assume that the possible sequences of events in a plant are modeled by means of a set of 
automata { Ai I i E /}, see Chapter 3 for background information on modeling a plant by means of 
automata. The state set and event set of an automaton Ai is given by Qi and Ei , respectively. 
Each state name is unique, that is , Qin Q1 = 0, i =I- j, i,j E /. For ease of notation, we define Q 
and E as the set of all states in the plant and events in the plant, respectively: 

Q LJQi, 
iE J 

E LJEi, 
iEJ 

Moreover, we assume that the automaton Ai is in exactly one state at a time, that is, 

V qj, <=:> TRUE for i E / 
q EQ, 

jJ, /\ sl =} FALSE if j =/- s and {j, s} E Qi for i E /. 

( 4.1) 

( 4.2) 

4.1.3 State-Based Control Requirement Accepted by the Existing Tool 

In this section, we discuss the input of the control requirements for the tool for state-based 
supervisory controller synthesis, referred to as Ma/Wonham tool [Ma05a]. The input of the 
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Ma/Wonham tooling consists of a sts-file and a spec-file. The sts-file contains the plant and 
the event-based requirements. The spec-file contains the state-based requirements. The output 
is a control function for each controllable event, in the form of a binary decision diagram, see 
Appendix A.2. As described in Chapter 3, two forms of the state-based control requirements are 
suitable for the Ma/Wonham tool. The first form defines a combination of states from different 
plant automata, which the plant under supervision is not allowed to enter. The second form defines 
a combination of states from different plant automata in which an event that be disabled by the 
supervisor. We refer to these types of requirements as mutual state exclusion and state-transition 
exclusion, respectively. In the following we discuss these types of requirements and how we interpret 
them as logical expressions over operators and predicates defined in the previous section. 

An example of a mutual state exclusion expression is already presented in Example 3.1 on page 35. 
We repeat the logical expression in words: 

NOT ( Plant in: 3a AND Plant in: StandingGasLow ) AND 

NOT ( Plant in: 3a AND Plant in: DrivingGasLow ). 

Using the logical operators and predicates we can rewrite this as the following logical expression: 

-, ( aaJ_ /\ StandingGasLow! ) /\ -, ( aaJ_ /\ DrivingGasLow! ) ) 

The general form of this type of requirement expression is given by the following definition: 

Definition 4.1. [Jac09] Mutual state exclusion 
We write the set of mutual state exclusion expressions as the following logical expression 

where S i j E Q. 

A combination of states that a plant under supervision may not enter is interpreted as negation 
over a conjunction of state predicates indexed by j for j E Ji. The complete set of mutual state 
exclusion expressions is a conjunction over each combination indexed by i for i E /. 

State-transition exclusion states that if the plant is in a combination of states, an event must 
be disabled by the supervisor. An example of a state-transition exclusion expression is already 
presented in Example 3.1 on page 35. We repeat the logical expression in words: 

Plant in: 3a IMPLIES _Filled is disabled. 

Using the logical operators and predicates we can rewrite them in the following form: 

aaJ_ => ...,... _Filled. 

The general form of this type of requirement expression is given by the following definition: 

Definition 4.2. [Jac09] State-transition exclusion 
We write the set of state-transition exclusion expressions as the following logical expression 

where sij E Q and ei E I: . 

A combination of states of a plant under supervision which implies that an event must be disabled 
by the supervisor, is interpreted as a conjunction of state predicates indexed by j for j E Ji. Each 
combination implies that if it becomes correct, an event, indexed by i for i E I, is disabled by the 
supervisor. The complete set of state-transition exclusion expressions is a conjunction over each 
implication, also indexed by i for i E /. 
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4.1.4 Generalized State-Based Control Requirement Expressions 

In this section, we identify three types of state-based requirement expressions. A motivation for 
these forms is given in Section 4.2. These forms are generalized versions of the forms that can 
be used as input for the Ma/Wonham tool. In Section 4.3 we define a equivalences between the 
generalized forms and the input forms. 

The first type of generalized state-based expression we propose is 'state-formula'. A state-formula 
is given by the following definition: 

Definition 4.3. (Jac09) State-formula 
Let Op be either conjunction, disjunction, or implication and Pr a state predicate, then we define 
a state-formula, SF, as follows: 

Op 

Pr 

SF 

where sE Q. 

.. 

.. -

.. -

/\IV I=}, 

sJ.' 
Pr I , SF I SF Op SF, 

The plant under supervision must always be in a combination of states that satisfies the state
formula. This allows us to formulate any logical expression of state predicates that must be satisfied 
by the plant under supervision. Note that this is a generalized form of a mutual state exclusion 
expression. In the rest of the report, we refer to state-formula as generalized state-formula in the 
context of a generalized form of mutual state exclusion expression. 

The second form of expression we propose is a generalized version of state-transition exclusion 
expressions, as defined in Definition 4.2: 

Definition 4.4. (Jac09] Generalized state-transition exclusion 
Let a generalized state-transition exclusion requirement expression, GST, be 

GST ::= SF=}__,,.. E, 

where SF state-formula is of type state-formula and E ~ ~-

This generalized requirement expression allows us to formulate any logical expression over state 
predicates to imply that a set of events must be disabled by the supervisor if the plant under 
supervision is in a state in which it is correct. 

The third form of expression we propose is not a generalized form of the original input , although 
we will show in Section 4.3 that an equivalent set of state-transition exclusion expressions always 
exists. We use the plant and requirement introduced in Example 3.1 on page 26 to give an intuition. 
Recall that we want to avoid filling up at gas station 3a. We could also formulate an expression, 
which states that the event _Filled may only occur if not at crossing 3a. In a logical formula: 

---> _Filled =} ,3aj, 

We define the generalized version of such an expression as follows: 

Definition 4.5. (Jac09] Generalized transition-state formula 
Let a generalized transition-state formula requirement expression, GTS, be 

GTS ::=---> E =} SF, 

where SF state-formula is of type state-formula and E ~ ~-
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Figure 4.1: Distributed control scheme of a fictive case of the printing process. 
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This definitions states that if at least one of the events a set Eis enabled implies that a state-formula 
SF must be correct. 

For the ease of modeling and notation, we combine the three proposed types of generalized 
state-based requirement expressions in one definition: 

Definition 4.6. [Jac09] Generalized state-based requirement expressions 
We define the set of generalized state-based requirement expressions, combining SF (Definition 4.3), 
GTS (Definition 4.4), and GST (Definition 4.5), as follows: 

Generalized-Requirements SF, 

GST, 

GTS, 

Generalized-Requirements /\ Generalized-Requirements. 

4.2 Illustrative Example 

In this section, we present an example to illustrate which types of generalized state-based requirement 
expressions we propose. The proposed forms of expressions follow more naturally from intuitive, 
informal requirements. The example is inspired by the case study on cleaning operations, see 
Section 2.3. 

In this section first we describe the controlled system. Given the controlled system we decompose 
it into a plant and requirements. Subsequently, using the requirements, we give an intuition on 
why we propose the new forms of requirement expressions. 

Controlled System 

We consider a simplified example of the case study on cleaning operations. The supervisor is part 
of the distributed control depicted in Figure 4.1 and acts as a coordinator. A user sends print jobs 
and the distributed control actuates the hardware to realize the jobs. 

The supervisor we are considering coordinates the warm process and the execution of cleaning 
operation A. The warm process can be in the following two print statuses: 

• Standby, that is, not ready to print pages, minimal consumption of energy, and ready to 
perform operation A; 
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• Run, that is , ready to print pages. 

The supervisor receives a desired status and information on the scheduling of operation A. If 
operation A is not requested by the scheduling, then the supervisor must follow the desired status. 
If the operation A is requested by the scheduling, this has priority over the desired status since it 
concerns the quality of the prints. In this case, the supervisor must bring the warm process to 
status Standby and perform operation A. 

Plant Model 

The status of the warm process is controlled by a part of the software named 'WP R ', see Figure 4.1. 
The warm process can be Standby, that is, not ready to print pages, Run, that is, ready to 
print pages, Starting, that is, transitioning between Standby and Run, and Stopping, that 
is, transitioning between Run and Standby. The supervisor can order a change in status with 
signals Standby2Run and Run2Standby. When a status is reached, the supervisor receives signals 
_JnRun or _JnStandby from the WPR. This can be modeled using an automaton as depicted in 
Figure 4.2(c). Each state corresponds to a status and each event corresponds to a communication 
signal. Outgoing signals are controllable and incoming signals are uncontrollable. Initially, the 
plant is in status Standby, thus Standby is the initial state. 

The desired status is given by a part of the software named 'Desired Status ', see Figure 4.1. The 
desired status is either Standby or Run. An update of the desired status can be received by 
the supervisor at any moment with the signals _GoToStandby and _GoToRun. This is modeled 
using the automaton depicted in Figure 4.2(a) . The desired status Run is represented by state 
DesiredRun, and Standby by DesiredStandby. Both events are incoming, thus uncontrollable. 
It is assumed that the desired status is initially DesiredStandby. 

The execution of operation A by the hardware is controlled by a part of the software named 
'Operation A', see Figure 4.1. The operation is either idle, state A-1dle, or in progress, state 
A_progress. The supervisor can send a signal A_Start to initiate operation A and when it is 
finished a signal _A_Finish is received. Again the signals correspond to the signals and controllability 
by the direction. It is assumed that operation A is initially idle. This results in the automaton 
depicted in Figure 4.2(d). 

·:•s,~) 
~ToRun 

G 
r-R - GoToStandby _ o,o un -

(a) Desired status automaton. (b) Scheduling automaton. 

InDown 
A Start ;tm,_:;e 

(c) Warm process (WPR) automaton. (d) Operation A automaton. 

Figure 4.2: Plant automata. 
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The part of the software that determines whether the operation A is required is named 'Scheduling', 
see Figure 4.1. The scheduling can be in two states, namely operation A is not required, state 
A_Not, and operation A is required, state A_Now. The supervisor receives the signal _A_Now at 
the moment the operation A is required. Whenever operation A is finished, the scheduling is reset. 
The resulting automaton is presented in Figure 4.2(b). Note that the event _A_Finish (printed red 
in Figure 4.2) synchronizes with the operation A automaton, since the operation A is scheduled 
until it is finished. Until that moment, the scheduling will not schedule the next operation A. 

Requirements Model 

Given a plant model, the next step is to formulate the requirements. The supervisor has the task 
to coordinate the warm process, that is, order transitions in the warm process to follow the desired 
status, unless the scheduling gives an order to perform operation A. This has priority over the 
desired status, since it concerns the quality of the prints. If an order to perform operation A is 
received, the supervisor must bring the print status to down and execute operation A. Afterwards, 
the desired status must be followed again. This results in the following four informal (state-based) 
requirements: 

l. Operation A may only be in progress, if the warm process is in status Standby: 
A_progres!il, => Standbyj_; 

2. The warm process may only go from Standby to Run, if the desired status is Run 
and if the scheduling does not require a operation: 
-+ Standby2Run => ( DesiredRunJ_ A ~ A_Now.i ); 

3. The warm process may only go from Run to Standby, if the desired status is Standby 
or if the scheduling requires an operation: 
-+ Run2Standby => ( DesiredStandbyj_ V A_Now.i ); 

4. Operation A may only start, if the scheduling requires an operation: 
-+ A..Start => A_Now.1. 

These expressions follow from the intuitive, informal (state-based) requirements. Though these 
do not fit in the input for the Ma/Wonham tooling, these can be translated into an equivalent 
expressions that do. We state the equivalent forms below: 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

A_progres!il, => Standbyj_ {=::> 

~ ( StartinrJ_ A A_ProrJ_ ) A~ ( RunJ_ A A_ProrJ_ ) A~ ( StoppinrJ_ A A_prorJ_ ) ; 

-+ Down2Up => ( DesiredRunJ_ A ~A_Now.1 ) {=::> 

DesiredStandbyj_ => ..,.. Standby2Run AA_Now.i => ..,.. Standby2Run; 

-+ Run2Standby => ( DesiredStandbyj_ V A_Now.1 ) {=::> 

A_Notl A DesiredRunJ_ => ..,.. Run2Standby; 

-+ A_Start => A_Now.i {=::> 

A_Notl => -++ A_Start. 

Inspired by intuitive requirement expression, such as described above, in the next section we propose 
three generalized forms of requirement expressions which follow from intuitive requirements. 

Generalized State-Based Requirement Expressions 

This example shows that for certain models intuitive requirement expressions do not fit the input 
for the Ma/Wonham tool. We identified three forms of state-based requirement expressions that 
would make an addition to the Ma/Wonham expressions. The first two forms are generalizations 
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of the Ma/Wonham expressions. The generalization is in the fact that instead of allowing only a 
combination (conjunction) of state predicates, we allow a state-formula (Definition 4.3). Generalizing 
the Ma/Wonham expressions mutual state exclusion (Definition 4.1) and state-transition exclusion 
(Definition 4.2) with a state formula results in: 

• Generalized state-formula (Definition 4.3); 

• Generalized state-transition exclusion (Definition 4.4). 

Note that we allow a set of events in a general state-transition exclusion expression instead of a 
single event. The third and last generalized form we distinguish is a 

• Generalized transition-state formula (Definition 4.5). 

This form is used when one wants to specify a possibility of occurrence of an event. The most 
convenient way of modeling these forms is to have the freedom to use these three forms in any 
random order, which is given by Definition 4.6. 

4.3 Equivalences between Generalized Requirements 
and Tool Input Requirements 

In this section, we state the theorems which provide the equivalences between the generalized 
state-based control requirements and the Ma/Wonham tool input requirements. For proofs we 
refer to [Jac09] . 

First , we state the equivalence between a generalized state-formula expression, given by Defini
tion 4.3, and an equivalent set of mutual state exclusion expressions, given by Definition 4.1. The 
correctness of the equivalence is given by the following theorem: 

Theorem 4.1. [Jac09] Generalized state-formula to mutual state Exclusion 
Given a generalized state-formula, SF , there exists a set of mutual state exclusion expressions, 
MS, such that SF~ MS. 

Second, we state the equivalence between a generalized state-transition exclusion expression, given 
by Definition 4.4, and a set of state-transition exclusion expressions, given by Definition 4.2. The 
correctness of the equivalence is given by the following theorem: 

Theorem 4.2. [Jac09] Generalized state-transition exclusion to state-transition exclu
sion 
Given a generalized state-transition exclusion expression, GST, there exists a set of state-transition 
exclusion expressions, ST, such that GST ~ ST. 

Third, we state the equivalence between a generalized transition-state formula expression, given by 
Definition 4.5 and at set of state-transition exclusion expressions, given by Definition 4.2. The 
correctness of the equivalence is given by the following corollary, which is a direct consequence of 
Theorem 4.2: 

Corollary 4.3. [Jac09] Generalized transition-state formula to state-transition exclu
sion 
Given a generalized transition-state exclusion formula, GTS, there exists a set of state-transition 
exclusion expressions, ST, such that GTS ~ ST. 

We note that the actual proofs deal with conjunctive and disjunctive normal forms, which do not 
contribute to the clarity of the presentation. Therefore, we only stated the equivalences and we 
cannot give them explicitly. For more details, the interested reader is referred to [Jac09]. 
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4.4 Tooling 

Given the equivalences described in the previous section, in this section we present a tool which 
implements these equivalences based upon algorithms described in [Jac09]. First, we describe its 
functionality. Second , wed describe how it is adopted in the existing tool-chain for model-based 
engineering [Sch09b]. 

Tool Description 

In this section we describe the input and the output of the tool, which is implemented in the CIF 
toolset [SyslO]. We refer to the tool as logexpr2spec-tool. For syntax and details see [Jac09]. 

The input of the tool consists of a model of the plant in the form of an sts-file Mp.sts and a model 
of the supervisor requirements in the form of a spec-file MRs .spec, which are both input for the 
Ma/Wonham tool. The output is a converted version of the model of the supervisor requirements 
in a new format we refer to as logexpr-file MRs .logexpr. In the new format, the three proposed 
forms of state-based requirement expressions are allowed, as given by Definition 4.6. Moreover, 
it is allowed to introduce new names which represent either a state formula or a set of events, 
which can be used in other expressions. In Chapter 5 and 6 it will become clear that this increases 
modeling convenience. 

Given the above described input, the following checks are performed before the three conversion 
algorithms, given in Theorem 4.1 and 4.2 and Corollary 4.3, are executed: 

• A syntax check on the sts-file. This includes a if the state tree structure (plant model) is 
well formed, for details see [Ma05a]; 

• A check that all state and event names used in the specifications and mappings exist in the 
plant model; 

• A syntax check on the logexpr2spec-file. 

These checks are also an improvement to the Ma/Wonham original tooling, since these are 
not implemented in the Ma/Wonham tooling. In many cases a supervisor is calculated by the 
Ma/Wonham tool, even when the input contains mistakes. This might lead to undesired behavior 
of the plant under supervision. 

Model-Based Engineering Tool-Chain 

The logexpr2spec-tool described in the previous section can be incorporated in the existing 
tool-chain for model-based engineering framework for supervisory controller synthesis [Sch09b]. In 
the remainder of this section we describe the tool-chain, updated with our tool. 

Figure 4.3 shows the tool-chain for model-based engineering framework for supervisory controller 
synthesis to support state-based supervisory controller design. In the figure, the following conven

tions are used: icon~ denotes documents, 0 denotes models, and . denotes tools. The (file) 
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Figure 4.3: Model-based engineering for supervisory controller synthesis tool chain. 
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extension ' .sts' refers to a state-tree structure, and extension ' .spec' refers to the specification of the 
control requirements, both specified using the input language for the controller synthesis software 
package NBC, see [Ma05a]; extension '.logexpr' refers to our input file for the above described 
tool; extension '.bdd' refers to the binary-decision-diagrams, see [Ma05b], one for each controllable 
event; extension ' .CIF' refers to the CIF language, see [SyslO]. 

In the state-based tool framework starts with the same five documents (SPs;P, Ds;P, SPs, SPp, 
and D p) are as the model-based engineering framework, see Section 1. 2. 

The model of the supervisor requirements, MRs , is first modeled in a logexpr-file, MRs . logexpr, 
as described in the previous part of this section. Using the logexpr2spec-tool, MRs . logexpr is 
translated into a spec-file, MRs .spec. The resulting MRs .spec is the equivalent of MRs .logexpr 
which can be used as input for the Ma/Wonham tooling. 

The model of the plant, Mp, is modeled in a sts-file, Mp.sts. Mp.sts can be used as input for the 
Ma/Wonham tooling. The model is translated to an equivalent CIF, see [SyslO], model, Mp.cif 

Using the Ma/Wonham tooling, NBC, the model of the supervisor, Ms.bdd, can be synthesized. 
This model is respectively translated, with the tool BDD2CIF, to an equivalent CIF model, Ms.cif 
These models of the supervisor relate to Ms in the model-based engineering framework. 

Given the plant model, Mp.cif, and the supervisor model, Ms.cif, the tool MERGECIF generates a 
discrete-event model of the plant controlled by the supervisor, Ms;p.cif This model can be used 
as input for the CIF simulator, STEP-SIMULATOR, to analyze the behavior of the plant with respect 
to the control requirements, and to make a realization such as an controller in C++, CIF2C++. 

4.5 Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, we formulated three generalized forms of requirements expressions that would make 
an addition to state-based supervisory controller synthesis tool set [Ma05b, Ma05a]. Depending on 
the system, these are possibly more naturally derived from informal state-based requirements. The 
forms of requirements expressions that can be used as input for the Ma/Wonham tooling are a 
subset of the generalized forms. Therefore, the generalized forms are an addition. 

Given the generalized forms, we derived a conversion algorithms, from the generalized forms into 
the forms for the Ma/Wonham tooling. The algorithms are implemented in a tool, which also 
performs checks on the input. The tool fits within the existing guidelines (and tool chain) of the 
model-based engineering for supervisor controller synthesis paradigm [Sch09a, Sch09b]. 

In Chapter 5 and 6 we use the generalized forms to describe the supervisor requirements for the 
case studies presented in Chapter 2. 



Chapter 5 

Case on Cleaning Operations 

In this chapter, we apply supervisory control theory on the case on cleaning operations, of which 
the specifications of the controlled system SPs;P are introduced in Section 2.3. We follow the 
steps from the model-based engineering framework, see Figure 1.4 on page 4. First, we define 
the design of the controlled system Ds; p . Given the specifications and design of the controlled 
system SPs;P and Ds;P, we split the system into a plant and supervisor requirements. Next, we 
describe the specifications SPp and model Mp of the plant. Given the specifications and model 
of the plant, we define the specifications SPRs and model of the supervisor requirements MRs · 
Using the models of the plant and of the supervisor requirements, a model of the supervisor Ms is 
synthesized automatically using supervisory control theory, as described in Chapter 3. In Chapter 7 
we use this model to generate control software. 

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.1 we give the design of the controlled system. 
In Section 5.2 we give the specifications and models of the plant. In Section 5.3 we give the 
specifications and models of the supervisor requirements. Given the models of the plant and the 
model of the supervisor requirements, in Section 5.4 we describe the synthesis and validation of 
the supervisor. In Section 5.5 we conclude this chapter reflecting on the modeling, synthesis, and 
validation of the supervisor. 

For illustrative reasons, in this chapter we only discuss one cleaning operation. The models of the 
rest of the operations show great resemblance. We refer the interested reader to Appendix C for 
the complete model. We present operation B because execution decision is most complex, since it 
needs to be scheduled, sometimes needs to be performed during a run, and can be interrupted. 

5.1 Design of the Controlled System 

In this section, we present the design of the controlled system. Since we are dealing with an 
existing printer, the design is mainly fixed. The control architecture presented in Section 2.2 and 
the description of the controlled system in Section 2.3, give an introduction to the design of the 
controlled system. In this section, we describe the design in more detail. 

In Figure 5.1, we present a detailed version of the function of which status procedure is a component. 
Only procedures and controllers interacting with the status procedure are depicted. Communication 
is indicated with labeled arrows, each labels refers to a signal. Multiple labels refer to multiple 
signals. Signals to the status procedure start with an underscore, whereas signals from the status 
procedure do not start with an underscore. In the remainder of this section, we describe all 
components and their interaction with the status procedure in detail. First, on the controller level 
and second on the procedure level. To finalize this section, we discuss an assumption we have made 
in the design which does not correspond to the actual design. 

51 
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Controller Level 

On the controller level we consider two controllers which interact with each other. The first 
controller determines a desired status for the warm and cold process, we refer to this component as 
desired status. The second component takes care of the scheduling of operations A and B, we refer 
to this component as Scheduling. 

The desired status controller determines a desired status for the warm and cold process 
based upon information from the managers, the scheduling, and the current status of the warm 
and cold process. The desired status can be either Sleep, Idle, Low Power, Standby, and Run. 
Each time the desired status changes, a signal with the new desired status is sent to the status 
procedure, see Table 5.1 for details on the signals. The status procedure must be able to receive an 
update of the desired status at any moment. 

Table 5.1: Description of the signals between the Desired Status controller and the status procedure. 
I Signal Name I Description I 

_GoToSleep The desired status changes to Sleep. 
_GoToldle The desired status changes to Idle. 
_Go ToLowPower The desired status changes to Low Power. 
_ Go To Standby The desired status changes to Standby. 
_GoToRun The desired status changes to Run. 

The Scheduling controller consists of two identical subcomponents. One takes care of the 
scheduling of operation B (OBScheduling) and one takes care of the scheduling of operation A 
(OAScheduling). At any moment, the status procedure can send a request to schedule one of 
both operations, see Table 5.2 for a description of the signals. The scheduling communicates with 
managers and the desired status controller in order to determine at which moment the operation 
can be scheduled. Subsequently, it delays until the operation must be executed and returns a 
signal that may be executed. When the operation is finished, the scheduling is updated. Operation 
B is not rescheduled when it is interrupted. This is not needed since in the previous section we 
described that whenever a operation is interrupted, it is resumed before any other operation is 
started. Moreover, it is assumed that a the status procedure only request the scheduling of one 
specific operation once. 

Table 5.2: Description of the signals between the scheduling controller and the status procedure. 
XX stands for either OA, or OB. 
I Signal Name 

XXSchedule 
_XXExecuteNow 
_XXFinished 

Description 

Request to schedule XX operation. 
XX operation may be executed from this moment. 
XX operation is finished. 
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Procedure Level 

On the procedure level we consider two layers. The top layer is the status procedure and the 
bottom layer consists of the warm and cold process procedures, the cleaning operation procedures, 
and some counters and sensor procedures. We discuss each procedure of the bottom level and its 
relation with the status procedure in the following. To finalize the discussion on the procedures we 
discuss the status procedure. 

The warm and cold process procedures (WPR and CPR) actuate the hardware compo
nents in the warn and cold process, respectively. From perspective of the status procedure we 
abstract these procedures to components which are in a certain power or intermediate status, as 
described in Section 2.1 and depicted in Figure 2.3. In a power status, the status procedure may 
send a signal to a transition from a power status to an intermediate status, that is, the solid lines in 
Figure 2.3. The names of these transitions are constructed as follows: status_A2status-13, where 
status_A is the power status and status-13 the transition status. Remember that transitions from 
stables statuses occur synchronously in the warm and cold procedure. At the moment a transition 
from a transition status occurs, that is, the dotted lines in Figure 2.3, an update signal is sent to 
the status procedure. The names of these transitions are constructed as follows: _ WPRinStatus 
for the warm process and _CPR/nStatus for the cold process. In which status is the name of the 
next status. This might occur asynchronous in warm and cold process. 

The cleaning operation procedures (OA, OB, OC, and OD) actuate the devices in such 
a way that the cleaning operations are performed. The status procedure can order the operation 
procedures to start, interrupt, and resume. The operation procedures respond when they are 
interrupted, resumed, and finished. See Table 5.3 for a description of the signals. 

Table 5.3: Description of the signals between the four operation procedures and the status procedure. 
XX stands for either OA, OB, OC, or OD. 
I Signal Name I Description 

XXExecute Start cleaning operation XX. 
XXInterrupt Interrupt cleaning operation XX. 
XXResume Resume cleaning operation XX. 
_XXFinished Cleaning operation XX is finished. 
_XXInterrupted Cleaning operation XX is interrupted. 
_XXResumed Cleaning operation XX is resumed. 

The counter procedures keep track of the number of pages printed since the last time the 
procedure is executed. This is needed for the cleaning operation which need to be carried out after 
a certain number of pages, namely operations A, B, and C. At the moment a crucial counter value 
is exceeded, that is, Pm, Pa, or Pmax , a signal is sent to the status procedure. See Table 5.4 for a 
description of the signals. 

The Groove Temp procedure monitors the temperature of the groove cleaner. The status 
procedure needs to know to know when this temperature is higher or lower than t9roove,OA to 
decide if operation A must be executed. To this end, the Groove Temp procedure sends signals 
to the coordinator when the temperature is higher or lower than this value. See Table 5.5 for a 
description of these signals. 
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Table 5.4: Description of the signals between the three operation counters and the status procedure. 
I Signal Name I Description I 

Operation A counter 
_ OARequiredAfterRun TempOke CoA goes from range CoA < Pa,OA to range Pa,OA :C::: 

CoA < Pm,OA · 
_QARequiredlnterRunTempOke Co A goes from range goes from range Pa,OA :=; Co A < 

Pm,OA to range Pm,OA :=; CoA < Pmax,OA· 
_QARequiredlnterRunNeglTemp CoA goes from range Pm ,OA :C::: CoA < Pmax,OA to 

range C ~ Pmax ,OA· 

Operation B counter 
_QBRequiredAfterRun CoB goes from range CoB < Pa,OB to range Pa,OB :=; 

CoB < Pm,OB· 
_ Q BRequiredlnterruptRun CoB goes from range goes from range Pa,OB < 

CoB < Pm,OB to range CoB ~ Pm,OB· 

Operation B counter 
_QCRequiredAfterRun Coe goes from range Coe < Poe to range Coe ~ 

Poe-

Table 5.5: Description of the signals between the Groove Temp procedure and the status procedure. 
I Signal Name I Description I 

_QATempOke The temperature of the groove cleaner goes from 
tgroove < tgroove,OA to tgroove ~ tgroove,OA · 

_QATempNotOke The temperature of the groove cleaner goes from 
tgroove ~ tgroove,OA to tgroove < tgroove,OA · 

The status procedure is the controller we are developing. It coordinates the execution, 
interruption, and resumption of the cleaning operations and controls the status of the warm and 
cold process procedures as described in the previous section. Note that the when a run of pages 
starts and ends and when the user wants to open the front door is not explicitly known by the 
status procedure. However, the status procedure can determine this information from the desired 
status. It may be assumed that a run of pages starts when the desired status becomes Run, and 
that it ends when the desired status changes to another status. When the user wants to open the 
front door is also not explicitly known by the status procedure. If the user wants to open the front 
door, this is translated by the Desired Status into desired status Sleep. Therefore, it is assumed 
that if the desired status is sleep, this might mean that the user wants to open the front door. 

Discussion assumption 

We conclude this section by discussing an assumption we have made, namely that all cleaning 
operations are coordinated by the status procedure. In reality, some operations are executed by 
the warm or cold process procedures. This may lead to undesirable behavior. To give an intuition 
of this statement we consider the following example: 

Example 5.1 Undesired behavior. 
Consider alternative 1 depicted in Figure 5.2. In alternative 1 operation C is coordinated by 
the cold process procedure. Initially, the printer is in the middle of printing a run of pages. At 
some moment the number of pages printed since operation B exceeds Pm,OB, thus the run of 
pages must be interrupted and operation B must be executed. A scheduling request is sent to 
the scheduling and at some moment the scheduling sends a signal that the operation B must be 
executed. This moment is indicated with the red line in Figure 5.2. Subsequently, the cold and 
warm processes are brought to the standby status. At the moment the warm process reaches 
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Figure 5.2: Two alternative schedules of a forced operation B and operation C. 

standby, operation B is started . Since the cold process procedure only detects a transition from 
Run to Standby and interprets this as a end of a run of pages, operation C is started when the 
cold process procedure reaches status standby. 

Now consider alternative 2 in which operation C is coordinated by the status procedure. As a 
result, operation C is not executed when the run of pages is interrupted, but when the run of 
pages is finished. The user waiting time of alternative 2 is shorter than alternative 1. 

This is an argument to coordinate the cleaning operations by one component. • 
In practise this is no issue, since operation B takes much longer than operation C. As a result, the 
user waiting time is not longer. Therefore, at this moment there is no reason for Oce to make 
adjustments in the design. However, in agreement with Oce, we chose to assume that the cleaning 
operations are controlled by the status procedure. As a result, we cannot implement this case. 

5.2 Specifications, Design, and Model of the Plant 

In this chapter, we give the specifications, design, and model of the plant in order to synthesize a 
supervisor. We interpret signals as events. Therefore, the plant model must capture the order in 
which signals can occur in the uncontrolled system from perspective of the status procedure. 

As we only consider operation B, in Figure C.3 a simplified version of the status procedure is 
presented. The description presented in Chapter 2 is still applicable. 

In the design step we choose to omit timing from the model, such that in the modeling step we can 
use automata to model the plant. We remark that it is also possible to take timing into account in 
the design step. This would result in a hybrid model which can be used to validate the supervisor 
generated from the untimed model. 

In the modeling step, we model each component as a separate automaton. The total, uncontrolled 
plant behavior is given by the parallel composition, as defined in Chapter 3. This choice of separate 
automata is intuitive and keeps the models relatively small in comparison to the total, uncontrolled 
behavior. The event set of every automata is given by the signals related to the component. To be 
more precise, the outgoing signals of the status procedure are interpreted as controllable events 
and the incoming signals as uncontrollable events. This because we are synthesizing a supervisor to 
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Figure 5.3: Detailed overview of the status procedure in its context, only considering operation B. 

generate control software for the status procedure. The status procedure has no power of incoming 
signals, whereas outgoing signals are controlled by the status procedure. Remember that events 
must be executed synchronously. As a consequence, modeling signals as events implies that a 
component can only send signals if other components which are connected by that signal that 
signal can receive at the same moment. 

In the remainder of this section we present the specifications and the models of the components in 
Figure C.3 which interact with the status procedure. 

Operation B (0B) 

Specification The operation B procedure actuates the hardware in the warm process in order 
to realize the operation. From perspective of the status procedure, this operation can be started, 
interrupted, and resumed. At the moment operation B is finished, suspended, or resumed, a 
confirmation signal is sent. Before a confirmation signal is received, the status procedure may not 
send a next action. The order of events is straightforward. Initially, the status is idle and when 
the printer is switched operation B must be idle. 

Model From the specification follows that we can model operation B as an automaton that 
consists of five states. Namely, a state in which the operation is: idle, OBldle; in progress and 
not interrupted, OBProgress; in progress and interrupting, OBinterrupting; in progress and 
interrupted, OBinterrupted; and in progress and resuming, OBResuming. Note that the state 
OBldle is the initial state. Since the operation B must be idle when the printer is switched off, 
we always want to be able to reach this state. Therefore, state OBldle is marked. From the 
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Figure 5.4: Operation B procedure automaton model. 

definitions of the signals, see Table 5.3, and above described definition of the states, the connections 
of the events is straightforward. This results in the automaton depicted in Figure 5.4. 

Operation B scheduling 

Specification The scheduling algorithm of operation B itself is rather complex. However, from 
perspective of the status procedure it is relatively simple since we are only interested in the order 
of signals. Initially, operation B is not scheduled and a scheduling request signal can be sent by 
the status procedure at any moment. When a scheduling request signal is received, the scheduling 
algorithm determines a time at which the procedure must be executed. Subsequently, it delays 
until the time operation B is required. At that moment the scheduling sends a signal to the status 
procedure that operation B must be performed as soon as possible. When operation B is finished, 
this is communicated to the scheduling and this brings the scheduling back in the initial situation. 
Note that we assume that a scheduling request is only sent once by the status procedure and 
cannot be requested again before the operation is finished. When the printer is switched off the 
printer, operation B must not be scheduled. 

Model The model consists of three states: one in which operation B is not scheduled, OB
NotScheduled; one in which it is scheduled in the future , OBScheduled; and one in which it is 
scheduled and must be executed directly, OBExecuteNow. The events can occur as described 
in the specification. The initial and only marked state is OBNotScheduled. The resulting 
automaton is depicted in Figure 5.5. See Table 5.2 for a description of the events. Note that we 
assume that a operation can always be executed, and therefore finish , even when it is not scheduled. 

Figure 5.5: Operation B scheduling controller automaton model. 
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For this reason, the signal that the operation is finished can be received in every state. In state 
OBNotScheduled and OBScheduled this leads to the same state. The resulting automaton is 
depicted in Figure 5.5. 

Operation B counter procedure 

Specification The operation B counter procedure keeps track of the number of pages printed 
since the last time the operation is executed, denoted with CoB- At the moment crucial values 
described in Section 2.3, namely CoB = Pa,OB and CoB = Pm,OB, are exceeded, signals are 
generated. We note that in the implementation, the signals are generated by evaluating guards. 
E.g., in state OBNotRequired event _OBRequiredAfterRun occurs when CoB > Pa,OB· We 
assume that initially all counters values are zero. The order of possible signals is determined by 
the crucial counter values. Whenever a corresponding procedure is finished, the counter is reset. 
When the printer is switched off, CoB may have any value. 

Model From the specification follows that we have three possible states which each correspond 
to a value range of the counter, namely CoB ~ Pa,OB, Pa,OB < CoB ~ Cm ,OB, and CoB > Cm,OB · 
We named these states OBNotRequired, OBRequiredAfterRun, and OBRequiredlnter
ruptRun, respectively. Note that these names correspond to the action the status procedure 
should take. The resulting automaton is depicted in Figure 5.6. See Table 5.4 for a description of 
the events. 

Desired Status 
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Figure 5.6: Operation B counter procedure automaton model. 

Specification The desired status controller determines a desired target status for the warm and 
cold procedure based upon information from the managers, the scheduling, and the current state 
of the warm and cold procedure. Though this is a very complex controller, from perspective of 
the status procedure, only the current desired target status is of importance. Initially, the desired 
target status is Idle. At any moment in time, the desired status controller can change this by 
sending a the signal that changes the desired target state, see Table 5.1 for a description of the 
signals. The current desired target status is the last one received from the desired status controller. 
Moreover, the desired status controller may sent the current desired target status signal repeatedly. 
Initially, the desired status is Idle. When the printer is turned off, the desired status is Idle. 

Model As described in the specification description, we need an automaton model which accepts 
the signals from the desired status controller and translates them into a current desired status. 
We model this as an automaton with five states which each represent another current desired 
status for the warm and cold process. We name the state in which the desired status is 'Status': 
GoTo'Status', where 'Status' can be replaced with Idle, Low Power, Standby, Sleep, and Run. 
From every state, all five signals may occur. This is modeled as five events which lead to the 
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Figure 5. 7: Desired status controller automaton model. 

corresponding state. The initial state is Idle. When the printer is turned off, the desired status 
is idle. Therefore, the controller must always be able to reach state GoToldle, therefore this 
state is marked. The resulting automaton is depicted in Figure 5. 7. A description of the events is 
analogous to the description of the signals in Section 5.1. 

Warm process procedure 

Specification The warm process procedure actuates the hardware from in the warm process. 
From perspective of the status procedure only the current power status is of importance. This is 
described in Section 2.1. The status procedure can order the warm process to transition from a 
power status to a transition status. When the cold process reaches another status, a signal is sent 
to the status procedure. Initially, the warm process is unconfigured. When the printer is turned 
off, the warm process is in status Idle. 

Model From the specification above, the possible statuses depicted in Figure 2.3, and the 
description of the signals in Section 5.1 the automaton follows straightforward. The resulting 
automaton is depicted in Figure 5.8. 
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5.3 Specifications, Design, and Model of the Supervisor Re
quirements 

In this section, we present the specification and model of the supervisor control requirements. That 
is, how the supervisor must restrict the uncontrolled behavior which is defined in the previous 
section. We use the generalized state-based expressions given by Definition 4.6. We divide the 
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specifications up in three parts in which we describe the informal supervisor requirements and the 
formal models which follow from it. First, we describe the specifications on the scheduling of the 
operation B. Second, we describe the specifications on the starting, interrupting, and resuming 
of operation B. Finally, we describe the specifications on the control of the status of the warm 
procedure. 

Requirements on the scheduling of operation B 

First, we define when operation B must be carried out and thus must be scheduled. This is the 
case when the operation B counter value CoB is in the following range Pa,OB < CoB :S Cm,OB 

and the printing process is not in a run of pages, or when CoB > Cm,OB· In the last case, if the 
printer is in a run, this run should be interrupted. In order to make intuitive expressions, we intro
duce three state-formulas, namely InRun, NotlnRun, and OBToBeCarriedOut. State-formula 
InRun is true if and only if the printing process is in a run of pages, that is, the desired status is run: 

State-formula A InRun = GoToRun!.. 

State-formula NotlnRun is true if and only if the printing process is not in a run of pages: 

State-formula B NotlnRun = ,InRun. 

State-formula OBToBeCarriedOut is true if and only if operation B may be carried out: 

OBToBeCarriedOut = 
( ( OBRequiredAfterRunJ. ANotlnRun) V OBRequiredlnterruptRunJ.). 

State-formula C 

Next, we specify the specifications on the scheduling of operation B: Operation B may only 
be scheduled if the operationmust be carried out as defined above. This results in the following 
state-based requirement: 

Requirement I ---. { OBSchedule} ==> OBToBeCarriedOut. 

Note that we count requirements with roman letters and state-formulas with capital letters. 

Requirements on the starting, interrupting, and resuming of operation B 

Four requirements define the starting, interrupting, and resuming of operation B. The first re
quirement defines when the operation may be in progress, starting, or resuming, that is, states 
OBProgress, OBinterrupting, and OBResuming. This is the case when the warm process is 
in status standby, state WPRStandby. The following state-based requirement follows: 

Requirement II (OBProgressl VOBinterruptingJ_ VOBResumingJ_) ==> WPRStandby!. 

Second, we define when operation B may be started and resumed. This is the case when the 
scheduling indicates that the procedure should be executed directly, state OBExecuteNow and 
the user not wants to open the front door or the desired status is sleep. It is assumed that it is 
detected that the user wants to open the front door if the desired status is idle. In order to define 
intuitive requirements, first we define a state-formula, UserWantsToOpenDoor, which is true if 
the user wants to open the front door: 

State-formula D UserWantsToOpenDoor = GoToldlei. . 

Using this state-formula we can define the requirement: 
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- { OBExecute, OBResume} :::} 
Requirement III 

( OBExecuteN ow! A,( GoToSleepj, VU ser WantsToOpenDoor)) . 

To round up this part of the supervisor requirements, we must define when operation B may be 
interrupted. This is the case if the user wants to open the front door or if the desired status is 
sleep: 

Requirement IV - { OBinterrupt} :::} (UserWantsToOpenDoor V GoToSleep!). 

Requirements on the control of the status of the warm procedure 

Normally, the status procedure must bring the warm process in the desired status. In the following 
two situations, this does not hold: 

• In case the operation B counter value is in the following range: CoB > Cm,OB , the desired 
status is standby in order to perform operation B . However , since operation B may be 
interrupted to go to sleep or to open the door this does not apply in these cases. 

• In case operation B is aborted and the desired status is either low power or run. In that case, 
the procedure must be finished before the warm process must go follow the desired status. 

In order to structure the requirement on the control of the status of the warm procedure, we 
introduce five names of type state-formula which define the target status of the warm process 
t aking the above points in consideration. The target status is standby if either: 

• the desired is standby; 

• the desired status is either run or low power and operation B is interrupted; 

• operation B is scheduled to be executed now by the scheduling, and the desired status is not 
sleep and the user not wants to open t he front door. 

This results in the introduced name TStandby of type state-formula, which is true if and only if 
the warm process must go to standby: 

TStandby 

State-formula E 

( (GoToStandby! /\,(UserWantsToOpenDoor V GoToSleep!)) V 
((GoToRun! VGoToLowPower!) A OBinterrupted!)V 
(OBExecuteNow! /\ ,(UserWantsToOpenDoor V GoToSleep!)) 

) . 

The target status is run if the desired status is run and operation B is not interrupted. This results 
in the introduced name TRun of type state-formula, which is true if and only if the warm process 
must go to run: 

State-formula F TRun GoToRun! /\,OBinterrupted! . 

The target st atus is low power if the desired status is low power and operation B is not in
terrupted. This results in the introduced name TLowPower of type state-formula, which is true if 
and only if the warm process must go to low power: 

State-formula G TLowPower GoToLowPower! /\,OBExecuteNow 
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The target status is sleep if the desired status is sleep. This results in the introduced name 
TSleep of type state-formula, which is true if and only if the warm process must go to sleep: 

State-formula H TSleep GoToSleepl . 

The target status is idle if the desired status is idle or if the user wants to open the front 
door. This results in the introduced name Tidle of type state-formula, which is true if and only if 
the warm process must go to idle: 

State-formula I Tldle = GoToldl~ VUserWantsToOpenDoor 

In case operation B is required and is not scheduled, the target status is the status of the 
warm process is the status it is currently in. This results in the introduced name TCurrent of 
type state-formula, which is true if and only if the warm process must stay in the current status if 
possible. Note that this is not possible if the warm process is in a transition status. In that case, 
the transition to the power status is allowed, since it is uncontrollable. The TCurrent is defined as 
follows: 

State-formula J TCurrent (OBToBeCarriedOut /\ OBNotScheduledl) . 

Next, we define per controllable event in the warm process automaton, depicted in Figure 5.8, 
when it may be enabled given the introduced target statuses. This follows from the target status 
and automaton. For example, event Sleep2Idle may be enabled whenever the target status is not 
sleep and not the current status. In all other cases, the transition must be enabled to reach the 
target status. An overview of all controllable events in the warm processautomaton and when they 
may be enabled is presented in Table 5.6. From Table 5.6 the following requirement expressions 
follow: 

Requirement V --> {Sleep2Idle} => ((TRun V TStandby V TLowPower V Tldle) /\ ,TCurrent) 

Table 5.6: Controllable events in the warm processautomaton and when they may be enabled. 

Event Set 
Target States 

( TRunl, V TStandbyj, V TLowPowert V TldlEi V TSleepj, ) f\-,TCurrentj 

{ UnConf2StatConf, 
StatConf2Plat Up, 
PlatUp2Idle} 

{Sleep2ldle} ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
{ Init2Idle, ✓ ✓ 
Warm2Idle, 
Standby2I dle, 
LowPower2I dle, 
GoToLP2Idle} 

{ Idle2Sleep, ✓ ✓ 
Warm2Sleep, 
Standby2Sleep} 

{ Idle2Initiating} ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
{ Standby2LowPower} ✓ ✓ 
{ LowPower2Initiating} ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
{ Standby2Run} ✓ ✓ 
{ Run2Standby} ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
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Requirement VI 
-+ { lnit2ldle, Warm2Jdle, Standby21dle, LowPower21dle, GoToLP21dle} => 

(Tldle /\ -.TCurrent) 

Requirement VII -+ {ldle2Sleep, Warm2Sleep, Standby2Sleep} => (TS!eep I\ -.TCurrent) 

Requirement VIII -+ {ldle2Jnitiating} => ((TRun V TStandby V TLowPower) /\ -.TCurrent) 

Requirement IX -+ {Standby2LowPower} => (TLowPower /\ -.TCurrent) 

Requirement X -+ { LowPower21nitiating} => ( ( TRun V TStandby V TSleep) /\ -.TCurrent) 

Requirement XI -+ {Standby2Run} => (TRun /\ -.TCurrent) 
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Requirement XII -+ { Run2Standby} => ( ( TStandby V TLow Power V Tldle V TSleep) /\ -.TCurrent) 

5.4 Supervisor Synthesis and Validation 

Given a model of the plant and of the supervisor requirements, a supervisor is synthesized 
automatically by the Ma/Wonham tool [Ma05a]. In this section, we present synthesis results and 
validation of the supervisor based upon the models. 

Recall the tool chain presented in Figure 4.3. Since the supervisor requirements are defined by 
generalized state-based requirement expressions, first we use the logexpr2spec-tool. The input is 
the set of generalized expressions and state-formulas MRs .logexpr and the output is an equivalent 
set of expressions which can be used as input for the Ma/Wonham tool MRs .spec. In the previous 
section, we defined 10 state-formulas which are used in 12 generalized state-based requirements. 
The conversion algorithm gives the following results: 

• 1 generalized state-formula (Definition 4.3) results in 48 mutual state exclusion expressions 
(Definition 4.1). 

• 11 generalized transition state formulas (Definition 4.5) result in 562 state-transition exclusion 
expressions (Definition 4.2). 

Subsequently, the NBC-tool [Ma05a] is used to automatically synthesize the supervisor, resulting 
in a model of the supervisor Ms.bdd. Using the CIF-tooling [SyslO], which takes as input the 
model of the plant and of the supervisor, a discrete-event model of the controlled behavior is 
automatically generated Ms; p.cif. 

Given a discrete-event model of the controlled behavior, the behavior of the generated supervisor 
can be validated. To start with, the order in which events can occur in the controlled system 
can be validated. A simulator which allows the user to step through the controlled behavior is 
named a step-simulator. The CIF-tooling contains a step-simulator which takes as input the 
model of the controlled system Ms;p.cif. In this way, the software and domain engineers can 
validate the discrete event behavior. Possibly, earlier defined specifications, designs, or models 
need revision. This corresponds to the model-based engineering framework, see Figure 1.4 for 
an overview. Possibly, a hybrid model is used to validate the hybrid behavior of the generated 
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supervisor. For this case study, we validated the discrete-event behavior by stepping through the 
controlled system. After several iterations of redefining earlier defined documents and models a 
supervisor is generated which satisfies the initial informal requirements. 

5.5 Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, we carried out all steps of the model based engineering up until a model of 
the plant and supervisor, given the specifications of the controlled system SPs;P described in 
Section 2.3. During the process, we noticed that many details in the existing documentation are 
described incomplete or ambiguously. Moreover, some requirements are conflicting. In the current 
software development process, these issues are overcome by the software engineer. We note that the 
discrete-event simulation stepper is a powerful tool to find these kind of inconsistencies. Moreover, 
this case illustrates the power of the generalized state-based control requirements, defined by 
Definition 4.6. As described in Section 5.4, the set of intuitive formulated generalized requirements 
result in a much larger, equivalent set of requirements which can be used for the Ma/Wonham 
tooling. This shows that the generalized state-based control requirements are much more provide 
powerful modeling representation then the original input requirements. In Chapter 7, we use the 
model of the automatically generated supervisor as input to generate control C++-code. 



Chapter 6 

Case on Printing Modes 

In this chapter, we apply supervisory control theory on the case on printing modes, of which the 
specifications of the controlled system (SPs; p) are introduced in Section 2.4. We follow the steps 
from the model-based engineering framework , see Figure 1.4 on page 4. First , we define the design 
of the controlled system Ds; p. Given the specifications and design of the controlled system SPs; p 
and Ds;P, we split the system into a plant and supervisor requirements. Next, we describe the 
specifications SPp and model Mp of the plant. Given the specifications and model of the plant, we 
define the specifications SPns and model of the supervisor requirements Mns . Using the models 
of the plant and of the supervisor requirements, a model of the supervisor Ms is synthesized 
automatically using supervisory control theory, as described in Chapter 3. In Chapter 7 we use 
this model to generate control software. 

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.1 we give the design of the controlled system. 
In Section 6.2 we give the specifications and models of the plant. In Section 6.3 we give the 
specifications and models of the supervisor requirements. Given the models of the plant and the 
model of the supervisor requirements, in Section 6.4 we describe the synthesis and validation of 
the supervisor. In Section 6.5 we conclude this chapter reflecting on the modeling, synthesis, and 
validation of the supervisor. 

6.1 Design of the Controlled System 

In this section, we present the design of the controlled system. Since we are dealing with an existing 
printer, the design is mainly fixed. The control architecture presented in Section 2.2 in Figure 2.2 
and the description of the controlled system in Section 2.4, give an introduction to the design of 
the controlled system. In this section, we describe the design in more detail. We note that due to 
confidentiality, we present a simplified design. 

In Figure 6.1, we present a detailed version of the function of which speed function action controller 
is a component. Only procedures and controllers interacting with the speed function action 
controller are depicted. Communication is indicated with labeled arrows, each labels refers to a 
signal. Multiple labels refer to multiple signals. Signals to the speed function action controller start 
with an underscore, whereas signals from the speed function action controller do not start with an 
underscore. In the remainder of this section, we describe all components and their interaction with 
the speed function action controller in detail. 

The speed controller actuates the hardware, through the procedures, to go to a printing mode. 
Initially, the hardware is in printing mode medium weight. The speed function action controller 
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Figure 6.1: Detailed overview of the top action controller in its context. 

can order the speed controller to go to a printing mode with the signals: P MReqBDtoMW, 
PMReqBDtoHS, PMReqMWtoBD, PMReqMWtoHS, PMReqHStoBD, and PMReqHStoMW. A 
detailed description of the signals with respect to the speed function are described in Table 6.1. 
Subsequently, when a printing mode is reached, the signals _PMChangedBD, _PMChangedMW, 
and _PMChangedHS are sent as confirmation. We note that at the moment the printing mode has 
changed, the confirmation signal PMChanged is also sent to the top action controller. In this way, 
if allocation is blocked, the top action controller knows it can send allocation requests again. We 
note that the signal has no influence on the speed function action controller . 

Table 6.1: Description of the signals between the speed controller and the speed function action 
controller. 
I Signal Name 

PMReqBDtoMW 

PMReqBDtoHS 

PMReqMWtoBD 

PMReqMWtoHS 

PMReqHStoBD 

PMReqHStoMW 

_PMChangedBD 
_PMChangedMW 
_PMChangedHS 
_PM Changed 

Description 

Request the speed controller to from bulk duplex to 
medium weight. 
Request the speed controller to from bulk duplex to 
heavy stock. 
Request the speed controller to from medium weight 
to bulk duplex. 
Request the speed controller to from medium weight 
to heavy stock. 
Request the speed controller to from heavy stock to 
bulk duplex. 
Request the speed controller to from heavy stock to 
medium weight. 
Printing mode has changed to bulk duplex. 
Printing mode has changed to medium weight. 
Printing mode has changed to heavy stock. 
Printing mode has changed. 
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The top action controller sends allocation requests with the signal _allocRequestBD, 
_allocRequestMW, or _allocRequestHS. A detailed description of the signals with respect to the top 
action controller are described in Table 6.2. Subsequently, the speed function action controller can 
either accept the request , signal allocAccept, or reject it and block the allocation requests from the 
top action controller, signal allocBlock. Accepting results in the initial state. Blocking results in a 
state the allocation is blocked, the signal _allocUnBlocked is sent by the top action controller when 
allocation is not blocked anymore. In addition, the top action controller sends a signal to the speed 
function action controller in case the complete administration is filled with bulk duplex, signal 
_AdminOnlyBD, and signal _AdminNotOnlyBD in case this is not the case anymore. Recall that 
this the only information needed on previously scheduled images to determine whether a request 
needs may be accepted, see Table 2.3. 

Table 6.2: Description of the signals between the top action controller and the speed function 
action controller. 
I Signal Name 

_ al locRequestB D 

_allocRequestM W 

_allocRequestHS 

allocAccept 
allocBlock 
_allocUnBlocked 

_AdminOnlyBD 
_AdminNotOnlyBD 

Description 

Scheduling allocation request of printing mode bulk 
duplex. 
Scheduling allocation request of printing mode 
medium weight. 
Scheduling allocation request of printing mode heavy 
stock. 
Accept scheduling allocation. 
Reject scheduling allocation and block allocation. 
Request the speed controller to from medium weight 
to heavy stock. 
All scheduled images are of type bulk duplex. 
Not all scheduled images are of type bulk duplex 
anymore. 

6.2 Specifications, Design, and Model of the Plant 

In this chapter, we give the specifications, design, and model of the plant in order to synthesize a 
supervisor. We interpret signals as events. Therefore, the plant model must capture the order in 
which signals can occur in the uncontrolled system from perspective of the speed function action 
controller. 

In the design step we choose to omit timing from the model, such that in the modeling step we can 
use automata to model the plant. We remark that it is also possible to take timing into account in 
the design step. This would result in a hybrid model which can be used to validate the supervisor 
generated from the untimed model. 

In the modeling step, we model each component as a separate automaton. The total, uncontrolled 
plant behavior is given by the parallel composition, as defined in Chapter 3. This choice of separate 
automata is intuitive and keeps the models relatively small in comparison to the total, uncontrolled 
behavior. The event set of every automata is given by the signals related to the component. 
To be more precise, the outgoing signals of the speed function action controller are interpreted 
as controllable events and the incoming signals as uncontrollable events. This because we are 
synthesizing a supervisor to generate control software for the speed function action controller. 
The speed function action controller has no power of incoming signals, whereas outgoing signals 
are controlled by the speed function action controller. Remember that events must be executed 
synchronously. As a consequence, modeling signals as events implies that a component can only 
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send signals if other components which are connected by that signal that signal can receive at the 
same moment. Every time the printing process enters power status run, the speed function action 
controller is reinitialized. The initial state corresponds with this state. The printing process may 
leave power status run in any state, except when the speed function action controller is processing 
a request. The states the speed function action controller may be in when the printing process 
leaves power status run should be marked. 

In the remainder of this section we present the specifications and the models of the components in 
Figure 6.1 which interact with the speed function action controller. 

Model of Interaction Speed Controller and 
Speed Function Action Controller 

The interaction between the speed controller and the speed function action controller is modeled 
as depicted in Figure 6.2. Recall that the printing modes are modes within the power status run, 
which is described in Section 2.3 in Table 2.1. When the power status Run is entered, the hardware 
is in printing mode medium weight, modeled as state MW. Therefore, this is the initial state. We 
note that we assume that the supervisor is manually reset every time the warm and cold process 
leave the power status Run. States bulk duplex and heavy stock are abbreviated as states BD and 
HS, respectively. The intermediate state names are constructed as the state from and two, for 
example, from the intermediate state bulk duplex to heavy stock is BDHS. Given the description 
of the state names and the description of the events in Table 6.2 , the automaton model depicted in 
Figure 6.2 straightforwardly follows. We note that in every state the power status Run may be left. 
Therefore all states are marked. 

_PMChangedBf!,, ..-

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

--- -------

I I _PMChangejP-. 111.., ___ 

--
_PMChangedMW 

---- ---- ----

Figure 6.2: Speed controller automaton. 

Model of Interaction Top Action Controller and 
Speed Function Action Controller 

----- I MChangedHS I 

/ 
/ 

I 
/ 

/ -::PMChangedHS 
/ 

The interaction between the top action controller and the speed function action controller is 
modeled as depicted in Figures 6.3(a) and 6.3(b). The update whether the scheduling is completely 
filled with bulk duplex and the allocation request status are individual processes and therefore 
they are modeled separately. 
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___ _ a/locUnBlock __ _ 

(a) Top action controller automaton. 

• 

_Ad~i"_!°.!._O~yBD • --- ----
--------

_AdminOnlyBD 

(b) Administration filled with bulk duplex or 
not automaton. 
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Figure 6.3: Models of interaction between top action controller and the speed function action 
controller controller. 

Whether the sheet scheduling administration is filled with only bulk duplex is true or not, states 
AdminOnlyBD and AdminNotOnlyBD, respectively. Given the definition of the states and 
definition of the event, see Table 6.2, the automaton model depicted in Figure 6.3(b) straightfor
wardly follows. We note that in every state the power status Run may be left. Therefore all states 
are marked. 

The status of the scheduling, modeled with the automaton depicted in Figure 6.3(a), initially is 
the speed function action controller is waiting for a scheduling request, state WaitForallocReq. 
The event _allocRequest brings the speed function action controller to a state in which it is 
processing a scheduling request, state allocRequested. Subsequently, it can be accepted, event 
allocAccept, bringing the interaction back to the initial state, or rejected, event allocBlock, bringing 
the interaction in a state in which allocation requests from the top action controllerare blocked, state 
allocBlocked. If it is blocked, the event _allocUnblock brings the interaction back in the initial 
state. However, in case the allocation which was rejected is also rejected by another function, the 
top action controller still may send a new allocation request. This leads to state allocRequested. 
We note that we assume that power status Run is not left whenever an allocation request is being 
handled by the speed function action controller. Therefore states WaitForallocRequest and 
allocBlocked are marked. 

6.3 Specifications, Design, and Model of the Supervisor Re
quirements 

In this section, we present the specification and model of the supervisor control requirements. That 
is, how the supervisor must restrict the uncontrolled behavior which is defined in the previous 
section. We use the generalized state-based expressions given by Definition 4.6. We divide the 
specifications up in the same parts as in Section 2.4. In this section, we repeat the informal 
specifications and give the formal translation. 

Before we describe the three parts of the supervisor requirements, we introduce a requirement 
automaton which saves which printing mode the last requested image belongs to. This is the 
printing mode which corresponds to the last occurred of the following events: _allocRequestBD, 
_allocRequestMW, or _allocRequestHS. The requirement automaton depicted in Figure C.17 al
lows these three events in all states and therefore does not restrict uncontrolled behavior. The 
states LastRequestedPMBD, LastRequestedPMMW, and LastRequestedPMHS, indi
cate which type of printing mode the last request corresponds to. Namely bulk duplex, medium 
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weight, and heavy stock, respectively. 

_al/ocRequestBD allocRequestMW 

,.-· _allocRequestMW --- 1 ----------------
_ Q/1, _al/ocRequestBD MW 

....., oc~ uest,.,,, 
..._-.. t"es,bl)r\\oc!,e~.,,.. 

' ..._ ..._ - .,,.. I I 
\ ' I 
\ ~"'~ ~I I \ ,o~ ~/ I 

\ ''.s:, •- .,~'o/ I 
...... - , c,.V, / \ '<" ~ I ~~--, ' 0' :;: ._,_oc.l / 

' " I ~I I _ al/ocRequestBD , ' :ii" I // /._ allocRequestHS 

' ' 'lJ I / '-, ,.~II II ,/ ' / ' / 

l 
-_allocRequestHS 

Figure 6.4: Requirement automaton. 

Printing mode transition triggers 

The triggers for printing mode transitions are given in Table 2.3 which is repeated in Table 6.3. 
Before we give the formal translation, we define state-formula's which are true in case a request is 

Table 6.3: Printing mode transition triggers. 
To bulk duplex To medium weight To heavy stock 

From bulk duplex - If one sheet of printing If one sheet of 
mode medium weight is printing mode 
requested by the top ac- heavy is requested 
tion controller. by the top action 

controller. 
From medium weight If all scheduled im- - If one sheet of print-

ages are of printing ing mode heavy 
mode bulk duplex. stock is requested 

by the top action 
controller. 

From heavy stock If one sheet of print- If one sheet of printing -
ing mode bulk du- mode medium weight is 
plex is requested by requested by the top ac-
the top action con- tion controller. 
troller. 

being processed , AllocRequested, and the current scheduling type is bulk duplex, medium weight , 
and heavy stock, respectively: 
State-formula A CurrentAllocRequestBD = (AllocRequestedJ, /\ LastRequestedPMBD!). 

State-formula B CurrentAllocRequestMW = (AllocRequestedj, /\ LastRequestedPMMW!). 
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State-formula C CurrentAllocRequestHS = (AllocRequestedj, /\ LastRequestedPMHSl) . 

Now, we give the trigger requirements which follow from Table 6.3: 
Requirement I --+ {PMReqHStoBD} => CurrentAllocRequestBD. 

Requirement II --+ {PMReqMWtoBD} => (CurrentAllocRequestBD /\ AdminOnlyBDl). 

Requirement III --+ { PMReqB DtoMW, PMReqHStoMW} => CurrentAllocRequestMW. 

Requirement IV --+ {PMReqBDtoHS, PMReqMWtoHS } => CurrentAllocRequestHS. 

Allocation request accepting and rejecting rules 
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Whenever images of printing mode bulk duplex are accepted, the speed controller must be either 
in printing mode bulk duplex, medium weight or transitioning between these two categories. We 
define a state-formula which we will use in the trigger requirements on accepting and rejecting 
requests. The following state-formula is true if and only if t he current mode is one of the modes in 
which bulk duplex may be accepted : 
State-formula D BDAllowedSchedulingModes = (BDl V MWl V BDMWl V MWBDl). 

In the following, we define similar st ate-formula's for medium weight and heavy stock, respectively. 
In case images of type medium weight are accepted, the speed controller must be either in printing 
mode medium weight or transitioning from bulk duplex to medium weight: 
State-formula E MWAllowedSchedulingModes = (MWl V BDMWl ) . 

And in case images of printing mode heavy weight are accepted , the speed controller must 
be in printing mode heavy stock: 
State-formula F HSAllowedSchedulingModes = HSl . 

Whenever the current printing mode is one of the modes in which the current request may be 
accepted , it may be accepted: 
Requirement V 

--+ { allocAccept } ⇒ ( BDAllowedSchedulingModes /\ CurrentAllocRequestBD ) V 

) . 

( MWAllowedSchedulingModes /\ CurrentAllocRequestMW ) V 

( HSAllowedSchedulingModes /\ CurrentAllocRequestHS ) 

In case a forward request can be accepted , it should not be rejected . This requirement is not 
st raightforwardly t ranslated into one of the generalized expressions given by Definition 4.6. However, 
the predicates and operators introduced in Chapter 4 in Table 4.1, allow us to formulate the 
following requirement which is not accepted by the theory: 
Intuitive Expression I --+ {allocBlock} =>...,... { allocAccept}. 

The expression states that if event allocBlock is enabled , this implies that event allocAccept 
is disabled. A similar requirement is desired for to translate the next requirement . A request may 
not be accepted or rejected in case a printing mode transition can be triggered. In other words, 
accepting or rejecting an allocation has lower priority than requesting a printing mode transition: 
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Intuitive Expression II 
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--+ { allocAccept, allocBlocked } => --,,.., { PMReqBDtoMW, PMReqBDtoHS, 

PMReqMWtoBD, PMReqMWtoHS, 

PMReqHStoBD, PMReqHStoMW }. 

We note that Intuitive Expressions I and II, which both concern priority of controllable events, 
are not in a generalized form, which is given by Definition 4.6. Therefore, we cannot use these 
as input for the tooling. A solution is to leave them out in the synthesis of the supervisor and in 
the realization choose controllable events in the priority given by these requirements. However, 
as thoroughly described in Section 7.5, this may lead a blocking implementation. In this simple 
example, we can also rewrite these expressions into forms which do satisfy Definition 4.6. The 
resulting requirements are: 
Requirement VI 

--+ { allocBlock } => -,( ( BDAllowedSchedulingModes /\ CurrentAllocRequestBD ) V 

) . 

( MWAllowedSchedulingModes /\ CurrentAllocRequestMW ) V 

( HSAllowedSchedulingModes /\ CurrentAllocRequestHS ) 

The expression on the left hand side of the implication is the negation of the expression on 
the left hand side of requirement V. Requirement V defines when allocAccept is enabled. If this event 
is not disabled by any other expression, by definition, the negation gives when it is enabled under 
the condition that the plant not disables it. This is not completely the case, as requirement VII 
also disables event allocAccept. However, in this particular case, this gives no conflict. 

A similar approach for requirement VII, taking the plant restrictions into consideration, results in 
the following requirement: 
Requirement VII 

--+ { allocAccept, allocBlock } => -,( ( CurrentAllocRequestBD /\ BDi) V 

). 

( CurrentAllocRequestBD /\ AdminOnlyBDi /\ BDi) V 

(CurrentAllocRequestMW /\ MW!) V 

( CurrentAllocRequestHS /\ HS!.) 

6.4 Supervisor Synthesis and Validation 

Given a model of the plant and of the supervisor requirements , a supervisor is synthesized 
automatically by the Ma/Wonham tool [Ma05a]. In Section 5.4 we discussed on the validation of 
the case on cleaning operations. A similar approach is carried out for this case. In this section, we 
only present the results of the conversion from the generalized requirements to the restrictive from. 

We have defined 6 state-formulas, which we have used in 7 generalized transition state formulas 
(Definition 4.5). The resulting equivalent set consists of 482 state-transition exclusion expressions 
(Definition 4.2). 

6.5 Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, we carried out all steps of the model based engineering up until a model of the plant 
and supervisor, given the specifications of the controlled system SPs; p discussed in Section 2.4. 
Similar conclusions can be drawn as in Section 5.5 for the case on cleaning operations. A new insight 
is that a new form of requirement might be desired, see Intuitive Expressions I and II, which is not 
yet formulated as generalized requirement, as defined by Definition 4.6. We recommend to extend 
the theory to incorporate these expressions, as they follow from intuitive informal specifications. 
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Translations to forms accepted by the existing theory are done manually now, as the models are 
relatively small and the specifications simple. In a complicated setting, this becomes a rather time 
consuming and accurate conversion. 
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Chapter 7 

Evaluation, Conclusions, and 
Suggestions for Future Research 

In the previous chapters, we have followed the steps of a model-based engineering framework 
[Bra08, Sch09a] in order to solve two case studies. Recall the objective of this project, which is 
to apply supervisory control theory to generate control software on existing control processes in 
the printing process of Oce printers in order to improve the software development process. In this 
chapter, we evaluate and conclude this work and give suggestions for future research. This chapter 
is organized as depicted in Figure 7.1. In Sections 7.1 to 7.5, we present our findings with regard 
to the steps of the model-based engineering framework . In Section 7.5, we briefly introduce the 
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Figure 7.1: Chapter outline. 
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realization of supervisors in the embedded software of Oce printers. In Section 7.6 we compare 
the model-based engineering framework for supervisory control development to the traditional 
development process. To finalize this thesis, in Section 7.7 we present the conclusions of this work. 

7.1 Specifications and Designs 

In this section, we evaluate the specifications and designs. In Chapter 2, the specifications of the 
controlled system S Ps; p are described of two case studies. In Sections 5.1 and 6.1 the remaining 
specifications and designs of the case studies, namely Ds;P, SPp, Dp , and SPRs , are introduced. 

Both case studies concern an existing printer with fixed specifications and designs. Therefore, in 
these documents no new information has been described. Applying model-based engineering does 
not add value in writing these documents in the sense that it is automated or made easier. However, 
the steps from the model-based engineering framework provide structure to these documents. For 
example, the framework separates plant from control. Another example is decoupling specifications 
from design. A change in the design should not imply a change in the specifications. We recommend 
to structure these documents into more detail, since we noticed that the current documentation is 
often ambiguous and incomplete. If a template structure is provided, engineers do not need to 
think about structuring documents and very probably are less likely to forget parts. In addition, 
a change in, for instance, the design of the controlled system Ds; p should not influence the 
specifications of the controlled system SPs/P· If the documents are well structured, modular 
changes are made easier, as it provides insight in which documents are influenced by a change in a 
particular document. We think that the way to structure these documents is company and domain 
specific. 

7.2 Plant Modeling 

In this section, we evaluate modeling of the plant Mp . We note that in this project, we only 
modeled a discrete-event version. A more detailed model, such as a hybrid model, can be used to 
validate the supervisor. However, a more detailed simulation model is already present at Oce and 
takes as input control software [Hoe06] . Since we can automatically synthesize a supervisor and 
generate control software from this, we did not develop a hybrid model for this project. 

Modeling complex discrete-event systems is an art. A modeler should develop modeling skills, just 
like a software engineer must develop coding skills. In this thesis, we have modeled the system by 
means of automata. We noticed that, after some time, modeling by means of automata is quite 
intuitive and easy to understand for people outside the field of supervisory control theory. However, 
we have seen that many automata are much alike, and therefore, a automaton definition and 
instantiation would increase modeling convenience. Moreover, domain specific modeling languages 
are very likely to increase modeling convenience. 

Regarding the tooling, recently a visualization extension of the CIF tooling has been developed 
[SyslO]. This allows the user to draw automata and convert the model into the model needed other 
tooling, such as the Ma/Wonham tooling. 

In this thesis, we restricted to modeling by means of automata. In literature however, structured 
(hierarchical) models have been proposed, see [Su09b] for a list of references. In the cases considered 
in this thesis, structured modeling was not needed. Still, it is interesting to explore these models 
and classify in which cases these structures increase modeling convenience. In addition, a modular 
approach in which modular supervisors are generated, such as [Su09b], can be interesting in 
distributed systems. 
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7.3 Control Requirements Modeling 

In this section, we evaluate modeling of the supervisor requirements MRs . Given the specifications 
of the supervisor requirements S PRs , these must be translated to formal models M Rs manually. In 
this project, these formal requirements are formulated with logical expressions, that is, state-based 
requirements. This choice is made since, in our opinion, the logical expressions follow naturally 
from the informal description, as discussed in Section 3.5. 

As described in Chapter 4, the requirements allowed by the existing tool set [Ma05a] are quite 
restrictive. As a result, translating informal requirements into formal models was not intuitive. In 
this project, we have identified generalized state-based requirements which follow more naturally 
from informal requirements. Moreover, we have developed a pre-processing tool to convert the a set 
of generalized requirements into an equivalent set of requirements suitable as input for the existing 
tooling [Jac09] . In the small part of the case study on printing modes presented in Chapter 5, 
we were able to reduce the number of requirements to 12 instead of more than 600 requirements. 
Similar results have been obtained by colleague students [Lei09, ForlO]. We have to note that the 
obtained requirements were not optimized, i.e., if one was to do this by hand, then some more 
optimal way of specifying could probably be developed. However, in such a situation the emphasis 
would be on bookkeeping the complicated control requirements instead of directly modeling the 
problem. 

We note that there might be other forms of state-based requirements. One such form is given by 
the expression: 

SF =>---+ E , (7.1) 

where SF is of type state-formula and E ~ E. The interpretation of this expression is that if 
SF is valid, then an event in E is enabled . However, it is not needed to add this form to the 
input for the synthesis tool, since if an event is not disabled by any expression, by definition it is 
enabled. Still, for verification that an event in E had not been disabled by mistake by another 
specification or by the plant, one can extend the tooling to use such an expression. Possibly, in the 
form of model-checking. Moreover, note that the predicates and operators introduced in Chapter 4 
in Table 4.1, allow us to formulate expressions which do have a physical meaning, but are not 
implemented in the theory, such as: 

---+ E => ---+ B, 

---+ E => ---,.; B , 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

where E -/- B, and E, B E E. Expression (7.2) states that if an event in E is enabled by the 
supervisor, then an event in B must be enabled. Expression (7.3) states that if an event in E is 
enabled by the supervisor, then the set of events B must be enabled. In the case study on printing 
modes, we have already seen that (7.3) is desired in particular situations: 

Example 7 .1 Priority of events. 
In the case study on printing modes, which is described in Chapter 6, we wanted to define a 
requirement which stated: The controller may only block the allocation request (event allocBlock), 
if it cannot be accepted (event allocAccept). In other words, the event allocBlock may only be 
enabled if allocAccept is disabled. Note that given the predicates and operators introduced in 
Chapter 4 in Table 4.1, it is possible to define the following requirement: 

---+ { allocBlock} => ---,.; { allocAccept}. 

• 
Future work can be to investigate whether these forms are desired as input for supervisor synthesis. 

In addition, we recommend to look into automatically generating logical expressions from text, 
such as in [Rus04]. In this way, the modeling step from SPRs to MRs might be automated. 
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7.4 Automatic Supervisor Synthesis and Validation 

In this section, we evaluate the automatic supervisor synthesis and validation of the resulting 
supervisor. Given a model of the plant Mp and a model of the supervisor requirements MRs , the 
existing tooling synthesizes a supervisor automatically [Ma05a]. In Chapter 3 an introduction to 
supervisory control theory is given for people outside the field of supervisory control theory. 

Two flavors of supervisory control theory are distinguished. Supervisors synthesized with both 
theories satisfy the controllability and non-blocking conditions. The controlled behavior of both 
theories is equivalent [Ma05b]. In event-based supervisory control tooling, only event-based 
requirements can be defined. In state-based supervisory control tooling, both event- and state
based requirements can be defined. An important design choice was to choose between event
and state-based supervisory control theory. Since we are solving case studies in cooperation with 
an industrial partner, modeling aspects are considered to be important. The more intuitive the 
modeling of formal models follows from informal descriptions, the bigger the chance of successfully 
implementing the method and the bigger the improvement of the software development process. 
Therefore, the decisive factor for choosing state-based supervisory control theory was the possibility 
of formulating state-based control requirements, which matches the format of the specification 
documents. We note that recently, a conversion from event-based to state-based requirements is 
developed [ForlO]. For a more detailed motivation, see Section 3.5. 

Given a supervisor, which by construction satisfies the control requirements and non-blocking, 
controllability condition, and control requirements, the next step is to validate the resulting 
controlled behavior. In this project, this is done by stepping through the controlled behavior and 
by using the existing simulator at Oce [Hoe06]. We note that this is a time consuming process. We 
recommend to extend the tool with model-checking tools to make the validation process less time 
consuming. For instance, as described in Section 7.3, the expression given by (7.1) is interesting as 
input for a model checker. Also, 

7.5 Realization of Supervisors in Software 

Although the focus of this project was not on the realization of control software, as proof of concept 
a realization has been made. In this section, we introduce the realization, discuss realization issues, 
evaluate the realization, and present conclusions and suggestions for future research. 

As prove of concept, a realization has been made for a part of the case study on cleaning operations 
and the complete case on printing modes. The realization of the cleaning operations only controls 
the execution of operation A, since the existing controller design which executes the considered 
cleaning operations is not suitable for the implementation of the complete case. At this moment , 
the cleaning operations are not triggered by one component. In practice, this does not lead to 
undesired behavior, as described in Section 5.1. However, this is determined by evaluating the 
controlled system by hand and not explicitly forced by the control. If cleaning operations would 
take different times, this might not be the case anymore. For this reason, we chose to continue the 
case under the assumption that all cleaning operations are triggered by one component. 

A script has been written which automatically converts the CIF-model of the controlled system 
Ms;p.cif, see Figure 4.3, into C++ control code. The code which is generated is a function in 
C++. As the code is implemented in existing C++ code [Sch03], information on the interface 
must be provided. To be more specific, interface information on every event must be provided. 
For uncontrollable events, a guard can be defined which defines how the occurrence of an event 
is detected. For controllable events, an action defined how the execution of an event must be 
communicated to the surrounding control software. This is done by means of (global) variables. 
Note that these guards and actions are pieces of c++ code. In addition, the argument of the 
function which is generated must be provided. The interface information is provided by means of 
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label files. An overview of the script which automatically generates the C++ function is depicted 
in Figure 7.2. Each time the function is called, first it updates the current state by checking the 
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in 

C++ 

Figure 7.2: Input and output of code generation script: CIF2C++. 

occurrence of uncontrollable events. Subsequently, it evaluates the binary decision diagrams and 
executes a controllable event whenever it is enabled. In this way, controllable events are considered 
as output of the controller and uncontrollable events as input. We note that each time the function 
is called, at most one controllable event is executed. The controllable events are executed in fixed 
priority. The function returns the boolean true if a controllable event is executed and false if no 
controllable event is executed. For details on the conversion script we refer to Appendix D. 

In the above described implementation, a supervisory control theory is applied in practice. Because 
of that, we must investigate whether the implementation satisfies the assumptions made in theory. 
The first assumption which is not satisfied is that events occur synchronously in the plant and 
in the supervisor. In practice, uncontrollable events are generated by the plant, but controllable 
events are triggered by the controller. The controller evaluates the binary decision diagrams of 
the controllable events in fixed order. Whenever a set of controllable event is allowed, it one is 
triggered. The implementation may be blocking due to 'bad choices', this is illustrated in the 
following example: 

Example 7 .2 Blocking implementation. 
Consider the plant automaton depicted in Figure 7.3(a). Note that the plant automaton is 

(a) Plant. (b) Controlled behav
ior. 

Figure 7.3: Blocking implementation. 

non-blocking, since from every state the marked state C can be reached. Now assume we have a 
supervisor which allows all events. This means that in state A both event a and c are enabled. 
Note that by definition this supervisor is non-blocking. Now assume that the implementation 
of this supervisor is such that it chooses enabled controllable events in alphabetical order. 
This means that in state A it always chooses event a. The resulting behavior is depicted in 
Figure 7.3(b) and it is blocking. ■ 

The above described implementation problem is referred to as command selection problem [Mal03]. 
In [Mal03] a class of discrete-event systems is defined, from which any implementation is non
blocking. 

In the implementation, as described above, controllable events are triggered by the controller and 
it updates its state tracker immediately. In other words , it is assumed that whenever a controllable 
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event is triggered, it is executed by the plant. In practise, however, it might be the case that 
the plant cannot execute the controllable event for some reason. In that case, the controller and 
plant are out of sync [Mal03]. This problem can be resolved as follows. The controller triggers a 
controllable event, subsequently, the plant accepts or rejects it. In case the event is accepted, this 
is communicated to the controller and only then the state is updated. 

Another invalid assumption is that the supervisor observers and reacts to events instantaneously. 
In practise, a (small) amount of time is always needed. If an uncontrollable event occurs when 
the supervisor is being evaluated, a problem occurs. The last invalid assumption we point out is 
that the supervisor is only correct if modeled behavior occurs. At the moment an event occurs 
which is not modeled, it is not defined how the supervisor must react in such situation. This 
problem is referred to as the communication problem [Mal03]. Since such behavior may be a 
serious problem when running a controller, special precautions must be taken to avoid it. At Oce, 
simulation [Hoe06] and visualization [Sch09c, Li09] environments are present which take as input 
the embedded software. These are good means of validation to detect problems like this, since the 
models are made independent of the models made for the supervisor synthesis. 

Concluding the evaluation on the realization we can say that, even though a proof of concept 
is made, further research is needed on the realization. In particular, the invalid assumptions 
mentioned above need consideration. In addition, the C++ code which is generated should be 
optimized with respect to reaction speed and memory usage, depending on the specific application. 
Considering the interface in the proof of concept, it is quite complex since we are dealing with 
existing software. When designing a new product , requirements on the interface could be given. For 
example, if events are present in the surrounding software and the models , the interface can be much 
simpler or even automatically generated. Another suggestion we want to make, is to incorporate 
the information known on the implementation, such as priority in the execution of controllable 
events, in the synthesis algorithm or model checking of the supervisor. We have seen in the case 
study on printing modes that a modeler might want to model priority of execution of controllable 
events see Example 7.1. In case all controllable events would be prioritized, the command selection 
problem could be resolved. In addition, we recommend to look into the applicability of the recent 
developments on supervisors optimized with respect to a cost function and/or time in industrial 
cases [Su09a, Su09c]. 

7.6 Model-Based vs Traditional Development Process 

In this section, we compare the model-based engineering in combination with supervisory con
trol theory to the traditional software development process. We do this with reflecting on the 
opportunities mentioned in Section 1.3 on page 5. 

Applying the suggested model-based approach, shifts the focus from writing and debugging code 
to modeling plant and control requirements. However , the time needed for modeling should be 
compared to the time needed for coding and debugging. We cannot give a hard statement on 
which one takes more time. However, we have seen that adjustments in the requirements result 
in adjustments in the models which is easier than adjusting control software. In other words, 
the model-based approach can easily withstand changes. We emphasize that the more intuitive 
models follow from informal documents, the less time is needed in the modeling step and the 
greater the improvement in communication between engineers. In modeling state-based control 
requirements, a step forward is made in this project. In modeling the plant , steps can be made in 
future work, as described in Section 7.2. Also, it is important that software engineers understand 
supervisory control theory. As it is hard to convince software engineers to learn mathematics, in 
Chapter 3 the theory is described along the lines of an intuitive example. In addition, the presence 
of better validation tools would make modeling easier and shorten the define-validate-redefine loop, 
as described in Section 7.4. Still, we have seen that the existing step simulator is already a very 
powerful validation tool and provides insight to the synthesized controller. This makes it easier 
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to deal with complex systems. Also, we have noticed that the models are easy to understand for 
people outside the fields of supervisory control theory and software design and parts are reused 
with slight differences. Therefore, we are convinced that the models can be used as improved means 
of communication between software and domain engineers. 

7.7 Concluding Remarks 

In the previous sections, we have given an evaluation and suggestions for future research on the 
work done for this thesis. In this section, we conclude this thesis. In this project, we considered 
a typical control software design process. As case studies we used examples of controllers in the 
embedded software in Oce printers. 

In the traditional development process, domain engineers provide specifications of the controlled 
system in terms of behavior. Software engineers interpret these documents and write and debug 
control code manually. Subsequently, the resulting behavior of the controlled system is validated. 
We noticed that in the traditional development process, the focus of software engineers is on 
writing and debugging code. Domain engineers define specifications in terms of behavior, this is 
translated to code manually, and behavior is validated again. As a result, domain engineers think 
in terms of behavior, whereas software engineers mostly think in terms of control code. Therefore, 
communication is a challenge. 

In order to improve the software development process, the objective of this project was to apply 
supervisory control theory to generate control software, in order to improve the software development 
process. We used a model-based engineering framework to structure this process and applied it 
on the cases. In the framework, first the specifications and design of the controlled system are 
specified. Subsequently, these are divided into specifications and designs of the plant and the 
supervisor control requirements. The existing documentation contained the information, but was 
not written in this way. Therefore, we have rewritten the existing documentation along the lines of 
the model-based engineering framework. 

In order to apply supervisory control theory, a model of the plant and supervisor control requirements 
is needed. The models must be in a form which is accepted by the existing tooling. These models 
follow from the informal specifications of the plant and supervisor requirements, respectively. To 
this end, we have modeled the plant by means of automata and the supervisor control requirements 
by means of state-based control requirements. 

We have seen that the translation of the informal supervisor requirements to the state-based control 
requirements was a challenge, since the accepted forms of expressions where limited. Therefore, we 
have identified three forms of generalized state-based control requirements, which do follow naturally 
from the informal specifications. Given the generalized control requirements, we have proven that 
equivalent requirements are accepted by the current tooling always exist. We have written a tool 
which converts from generalized requirements to requirements accepted by the existing tooling. 
The tool improves modeling convenience since it accepts the generalized requirements, accepts 
state-formulas which are accepted in other requirements, and performs syntax checks. Given the 
models in the form accepted by the existing tooling for supervisory machine control, we have 
synthesized and validated the supervisors. 

We have shown in this work that supervisory control theory, in combination with the model-based 
engineering framework can be used to generate control software. This is expected to improve the 
control software development process. In particular, the focus of software engineers can be shifted 
from coding to modeling in terms of behavior, improving communication between domain and 
software engineers, and validation can be improved with the presence of models. As a result, the 
define-validate-redefine loop might be shortened. However, as discussed in the previous sections of 
this chapter, future research is needed. 
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Appendix A 

State Tree Structures and 
Binary Decision Diagrams 

In Chapter 3, the concepts of supervisory control theory are explained along the lines of event-based 
supervisory control theory [Won08]. In this thesis we use state-base supervisory control theory. In 
state-based supervisory control theory, the plant is modeled by means of a state-tree structure 
in stead of automata. In Section A.l, first we describe state-tree structures and subsequently we 
give the relation to automata. The resulting supervisor is represented as a set of control functions 
in the form of a binary decision diagram both in stead of automata. In Section A.2 we briefly 
introduce decision diagrams. For more background information we refer the reader to [Ma05b]. 

A.I State-Tree Structures 

Automata, as described in the Chapter 3, give a representation of an untimed discrete event system 
that contains concurrency, but no hierarchy. State tree structures, however, provide a way to 
represent a discrete event system with both concurrency and hierarchy. In this thesis, we use 
a fixed subset of state tree structures that is equivalent to automata. In the remainder of this 
section, we give a brief overview of state tree structures and its terminology as used in state-based 
supervisory control theory [Ma05b]. 

State tree structures consist of a state tree and holons. The state tree gives the hierarchical state 
space, featuring horizontal (concurrency) and vertical (hierarchy) structure. The holon gives the 
transition structure of states within a state tree. In this section, first we give a description of the 
state tree, followed by a description of the holon, at last the we describe the state tree structure in 
total. 

State Tree 

States are divided into superstates and simple states. Superstates are represent a set of states 
with a lower hierarchy, whereas simple states do not represent states with a lower hierarchy. As 
superstates provide hierarchy, a superstate is referred to as a parent and its cluster of states with a 
lower hierarchy its child states. Two types of superstates are distinguished, namely OR- and AND 
superstates: 

l. An OR superstate, represents a set of exclusive states, as depicted in Figure A.l(a). That is, 
for the plant to be in the OR superstate, it must be at exactly one state of t he child states. 
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2. An AND superstate represents a cluster of parallel states, as depicted in Figure A.l(b). That 
is, for the plant to be in the AND superstate, it must be at all child states simultaneously. 

3. A simple state represents a state without child states, as depicted in Figure A. l ( c). 

X 

(a) OR Superstate x with child 
states Xi, i E n. 

(b) AND Superstate x with child 
states Xi, i E n. 

(c) Simple state x . 

Figure A.l : Types of states in state trees. 

In this thesis we use a fixed form of state tree, namely the one presented in Figure A.2 which relates 
to Example 3.1. It consists of 3 levels. The root state xo is an AND superstate that represents a 
set of OR superstates X i of size n, i E n. Each OR superstate Xij represents a set of simple states 
of size ki. 

Tota/Plant -- -- - ----------level 0 

Car V RoadMap- - - - - level I (automata) 

~ 
Standing II Standing II Driving II Driving 
GasOke GasLow GasOke GasLow 

1 11 2 11 3a 11 3b 11 3C II 4--leve/2 (statesinautomata) 
ho/ons give relation between states 

Figure A.2: Fixed state tree structure used in this thesis. 

Each OR superstate on level 1 represents an automaton, and ea.eh simple state on level 2 relates to 
a state of an automaton. In the remainder we only consider this structure. 

Holon 

The transition structure of each OR superstate on and its child states is defined in a halon, which 
is a generalized version of the automaton transition structure [Ma05b]. For an OR superstate x, 
the holon Hx represents the transitions between the children of superstate x. The behavior of a 
state-tree structure is defined by coupling of its holons. By coupling, we mean that holons of the 
same AND superstate are related to ea.eh other based on event sharing. In essence, event sharing 
is similar to the parallel composition, given by Definition 3.2. Event sharing is defined such that a 
shared event can only be executed by a set of holons if these holons are all in a state where this 
event is allowed or do not contain this event. 

A.2 Binary Decision Diagrams 

State-based supervisor synthesis is implemented in the Ma/Wonham tool [Ma05a]. The Ma/Won
ham tool uses a compact representation to describe the state sets over Ma/Wonham models, namely 
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binary decision diagrams. A binary decision diagram is a directed acyclic graph, i.e., tree, with a 
single initial node, two terminal nodes and decision nodes, an example is depicted in Figure A.3. 
All nodes are labeled either true or false. Each node represents a boolean variable and has two 
(binary) leaving edges, a true and a false edge. In this application, the initial and decision nodes 
represent a set of states. If the current state of the plant contains one of the states from a node, 
the node is evaluated as true. The two decision nodes are always one true and one false node. 
The diagram can be evaluated by starting from the initial node and walking through the nodes 
ending up in one of the decision nodes. The decision node gives the outcome of the function that 
is represented by the binary decision diagram. 

Figure A.3: Example of a binary decision diagram. Node State_Set_J is the initial node, the rest of 
the nodes represented with a circle are the decision nodes, and nodes represented with a square are 
the two decision nodes. True edges are depicted with a dotted line and false edges with a solid line. 




